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The Suburb is flooded – with music and rain
SHELLEY-ANNE SALISBURY &
MARIE-CHRISTINE O’CALLAGHAN
EDITORS

S

ince the last Suburb News
went to print back in June of
this year, the Suburb has
experienced dramatic highs and
lows. Biblical rain and heavenly
music flooded the Suburb in July.
Both stories, noteworthy in their
own right, are featured in this issue.
The Great Suburb Flood was
no doubt the kind of rainfall Noah
and his family (and all the animals)
might have experienced in the
eponymous Old Testament story.
The deafening sound as the rain
relentlessly assaulted the Suburb
was difficult to describe unless
you had actually experienced it.
The photos on p.2 show parts of
the Suburb as totally unrecognisable
and demonstrate just how
destructive and devastating the
impact was, with some households
having to evacuate for several
weeks while the water was drained
and the damage repaired. Videos
being shared on various Suburb
community WhatsApp group chats
showed torrents of water charging
in through doors and windows,
reminiscent of a scene from a
dystopian novel.
On the flipside, the Proms gave
hope and enchanted residents
across the Suburb. The most
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wonderful music being played in
St. Jude’s throughout the Proms,
wafted up and lifted residents to
new highs. Despite Covid regulations
still being in force at the time, the
Proms gave the residents a taste
of freedom to come. Audiences
and performers alike experienced
heightened levels of appreciation
and enjoyment in both listening and
performing in person after so long.

In this issue, we also welcome
PC Amric Singh, who has taken
over from PC Sandy Clifford, p.6
and HGS resident Kay Graham
tells her remarkable story of how
her life was saved by a local
online drama group, p.3. There’s
never a dull moment in our little
enclave! We hope you enjoy this
issue, packed with news from
around the Suburb – your Suburb.

THE PROPERTY MARKET IS HOT…
This is evidence from 10 recent, extraordinary sales of homes
in the Suburb, which we have arranged for our clients. We rather
hope, that they have also enjoyed the journey with us.
If you want to sell or rent, there has been no better time than
now and since we deal with ‘cottages to castles’, we can attract,
not just the aspirational buyer moving up the ladder, but also the
‘empty nesters’, moving down.
Our catchment area for buyers/tenants, is both local, pan London
and with our global reach, we can certainly reward you the full
value of your home, upon a sale or rental.
We are at your service, at all times.
CELEBRATING
OVER

glentree

INTERNATIONAL

YEARS TRADING

07831 339699

www.glentree.com
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St Jude’s new
weathervane
REVEREND ALAN WALKER

T

he new weathervane was
installed at St Jude’s Church
on Thursday 9 July, where
a small crowd of parishioners,
local residents, and passers-by
gathered in the church car park for
a short service of blessing and
rededication (pictures, back page).
The previous weathervane
‘took flight’ during ‘Storm Barney’
late in 2015. Its whereabouts were
a mystery until the broken parts
were discovered on different parts
of the church roof by a drone.
The service included words
from the Epistle of Jude, one of
the shortest books in the New
Testament: a weathervane shows
the direction of the wind, and we
look to it for safety, guidance and
direction, in order (as St Jude
warns) that we are not “carried by
the winds [like] the wild waves of
the sea”, and a reading from the
Gospel of St Mark in which Jesus
stills a storm.
The new weathervane is an
exact replica of its predecessor –
a cock and a fish – which has
been reconstructed and will be
displayed in the church.
The cock is the ‘proclaimer
of the day’, but also a reminder of
Jesus’ prophecy that the cock
would not crow until Peter had

denounced him three times. The
fish was an early Christian symbol:
the Greek word – ichthus – could
be read as an acronym for ‘Jesus
Christ Son of God Saviour’.
‘Weather cocks’ have topped
church steeples for centuries. The
Bayeux Tapestry includes a scene
of a craftsman attaching one to
the spire of Westminster Abbey.
The event concluded with the
tradition that a small child (in this
case my three year old grandson
Raphael Saiman) jumps over a
new weathervane to enable him, it
is hoped for decades to come, to
claim he has leapt over the highest
part of the church.
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On 12th July the
heavens opened
for an hour
O

Rain stopped play at Northway Gardens Tennis Courts (Photo: Tony Brand)

SHELLEY-ANNE SALISBURY

The rainfall was biblical. As the photos testify,
havoc was wreaked throughout the Suburb, where
many parts were completely flooded with people
having to move out of their homes whilst water
was drained and the aftermath cleaned up.

n the afternoon of 12th
July I was judging an
international mediation
competition on zoom. I was
just giving my feedback to the
participants when my voice was
drowned out by a sudden heavy
downpour. I realised the room
had grown unnaturally dark and

there was water gushing in
through the open window. I
excused myself and ran to close
the window, getting soaked in the
process. I have never experienced
rain quite like it here in England;
the closest I have seen was in
Mumbai during monsoon season.
We were lucky, only suffering
a few leaks where the rain had
managed to get through some

The rain stopped the cars too
(Photo: Anthony Bernstein)

broken roof tiles but other HGS
residents were not so fortunate.
Some had to evacuate their homes
altogether whilst the damage
was repaired.
Weeks later we are continuing
to see the after effects of the
flooding, an example being the
loss of one of the beautiful old
willows in Northway Gardens (see
photos below).

Quite a deluge in no time at all (Photo: Tony Brand)

The waters encroach (Photo: Michelle Niarchos)

Fletchers Gardens are almost unrecognisable (Photo: Tony Brand)

A once majestic willow succumbs… (Photo: Peter McCluskie)

JANE BAILEY

T

his huge weeping willow beside the Mutton Brook in Northway
Gardens fell over on Sunday 1st August. Fortunately nobody was
under it at the time. It was growing very near the edge of the
brook which flooded in the storm so I presume that further erosion
then caused the tree to become unstable. There are other weeping
willows in a similar position on the edge of the brook.
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…and the willow is no more (Photo: Peter McCluskie)

Even the ducks took refuge!
(Photo: Andrew Matthews/PA Wire)
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The Suburb is a truly remarkable place and its community spirit second to none.
Here is a remarkable example of the Suburb community pulling together and literally
saving a life. This is Kay’s story in her own words...

Garden Suburb Theatre
saved my life
KAY GRAHAM

I

have been a member of Garden
Suburb Theatre (GST) for nearly
50 years. Back in the last century,
we performed in the Institute
theatre and in Little Wood. After
the demise of the Institute, we put
our plays on at The Gatehouse in
Highgate, The Bull in Barnet and
The Phoenix in Golders Green.
Sadly, we can no longer perform
indoors in Hampstead Garden
Suburb but we do still hold our
summer shows in Little Wood.

From the start of Lockdown
back in March 2020, until quite
recently, GST members got
together on Zoom, often twice a
week. The Wednesday evening
meetings were occasions when a
topic was chosen and any members
who wished to could join in and
contribute a poem, some prose,
an original piece of writing or even
a song. On Wednesday April 7th,
the topic chosen was ‘Water’ and
I was the first person to speak.
I started to introduce my reading
and then, quite suddenly, slid off

Project ImpACT’s
Supermarket Sweep
THE PROJECT IMPACT TEAM

P

roject ImpACT, a programme
offering impactful youth
volunteering opportunities
and a registered DofE provider,
participated in the first ever, teenled ‘Supermarket Sweep’ for food
banks at Tesco supported by
Food Bank Aid.
While the teens didn’t quite
‘go wild in the aisles’ they were
very excited to finally be able to
volunteer in-person with their
friends after over a year of virtual
volunteering from their homes.
They spent over £1,000 from
charitable donations, filling
numerous shopping trolleys high
with basic groceries, including lots
of fresh fruit and vegetables
desperately needed by families
that rely on food banks.
They were also challenged to
spend an additional £1 on items
that would help a family in need
and provide maximum nutrition.
Items chosen by the ImpACT
teens included tins of tuna, baked
beans and cereal bars. The Tesco
staff were delighted to support

the initiative and reserved a
checkout just for them. Other
shoppers were also really
supportive, with a number giving
the teens donations on the spot
including a doctor who said he
had been helped by a food bank
when he arrived as an asylum seeker
a few years ago.
Naomi Russell, who set up the
Hub food bank in response to the
COVID pandemic, said, “donations
have ‘fallen off the cliff’ as things
return to normal. Unfortunately,
people are forgetting about those
who the pandemic has hit badly
and who remain in dire straits.
Your support is therefore
appreciated more than ever at
this time. We love that teens are
participating and thinking about
those less fortunate.”
Lisa Zeital from Project
ImpACT said “we were thrilled at
how successful this event was and
the way the teens really embraced
this really meaningful challenge.
We are looking forward to running
more exciting hands-on
volunteering opportunities with
partner charities.”

the screen! Luckily, the other GST
members realised something must
be very wrong and while one person
dialled 999, another (coincidentally...
and luckily) knew the phone
number of my neighbours who
had keys to let the ambulance
team in. Very soon, I was on my
way to the Royal Free Hospital.
I knew nothing of this for the
next 16 days which I spent in ITU,
and several more in HDU, where I
slowly recovered enough to listen
and talk. I had suffered an AAA
(Abdominal Aortic Aneurism)
which has a very low chance of
survival. I needed an initial six
hour operation to repair the aorta,
and shortly after that, a second
major operation to amputate my
right leg as the blood supply to it
had been compromised by the
first operation. This second
operation had an even lower
chance of a successful outcome;
my children were consulted and
said I was ‘tough, fit and
determined’, so they went ahead
and I did, indeed, survive.

Kay Graham in her garden (Photo: Carolyn Graham)

After a total of 7 weeks in the
Royal Free Hospital, and 3 more
weeks of rehab at Finchley
Memorial, I came home and am
now learning to manage my new
existence. Thanks to my family,
my neighbours and many friends
and ex-colleagues, I have no
shortage of company, shopping
and advice! Once I have installed
a lift so that I can go upstairs, and

XUL Architecture is an
imaginative architecture
practice inspired by
natural light

have received a prosthetic leg and
learned to walk again, I hope to
return to a relatively normal life
and go back to my hobby of glass
fusing and selling pieces in aid of
the North London Hospice.
If it hadn’t been for the quick
actions of the GST members on
the Zoom call that fateful night, I
wouldn’t be here now. They really
did save my life!

33 Belsize Lane
London NW3 5AS
xularchitecture.co.uk
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To Bee or not
to Bee?
The answer is in the
local WhatsApp group
KATE KUPER

S

itting at my COVID home
desk in the living room,
my ears were assaulted by
a sudden whoosh and then roar
outside the window to my right.
Turning away from my umpteenth
zoom meeting for the week (being
Friday afternoon), I watched with
horror as a swarm of bees flew in
synchronous formation around
my small garden. Exponential
horror as in less than 24 hours
there would be 10 guests sitting
outside for our first summer BBQ!
In moments of anxiety my
brain fortunately punches out its
emotive side and summons the
fixer within. The fixer knows no
resource is more effective than
our local Whatsapp Group. Yes,
we were a friendly and helpful
neighbourhood pre-COVID but
boy did we go into top gear during
the pandemic. Within a week or
two of Lockdown we had flyers
through the doors of Rotherwick,
Middleton and a few on Finchley
Road nearby. Within 48 hours
there was a growing group – first
12 or so, then 30, 40 and eventually
50 members and more. Some of
us already belonged to the larger
WhatsApp group (now 91
participants) that also includes
Corringham Road, but it was time
to get even more local. During
COVID the group really delivered
true neighbourly support –
collecting meds, sharing grocery
runs, helping the local food banks,
dropping off food to sick neighbours
– in addition to the usual invaluable
tips on everything from dog walkers
to nannies and tradesmen. There

is literally nothing that can’t be
solved through this magical
portal! The bees were just the
next instalment.
So I posted my need for
emergency bee removal and within
literally a minute I had replies
from both the local WhatsApp
groups that we had resident bee
experts in each of Rotherwick and
Corringham Roads! An hour later
I found myself wearing a bee
protection suit, looking like a
scruffy Astronaut, and acting as
helper to the extremely calm and
well equipped Benedict Roth who
methodically took us both through
the hive removal operation! The
hive, more than six metres high
up, required various implements

and some vigorous shaking and
clipping until it finally fell into the
fit-for-purpose container Benedict
had brought along. With the queen
safely in the box (we hoped), the
worker bees (also mostly female –
of course!) were likely to fly in and
settle down for the evening. I
would leave my garden gate open
during the night so Benedict could
then return under cover of darkness
to whip the box and its slumbering
inhabitants out of our garden.
And indeed the next morning
I opened my blinds to see a garden
sans bee box and very definitely
sans bees, just a few hours before
my guests arrived. What gratitude
and relief I felt! According to
Benedict several people in the
Suburb keep bees, and finding a
home for them would not be
difficult. Who would have guessed!?
It’s a source of much
amusement that you can find
anything and everything you need
on our local WhatsApp groups.
The Amazon ‘everything store’ of
community support is alive and
well in NW11. I couldn’t be more
grateful to live in such a remarkable
neighbourhood (particularly as an
immigrant to the UK), and even
more so during a time of floods,
pestilence and plague!
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Entrepreneurial
competition won by
Suburb residents
(l-r) Dejan Mitrovic, Clare Brass,
Thomas Leech (Photo: Department 22)

L

ocal Suburb entrepreneurs
Clare Brass and Dejan Mitrovic,
together with their colleague
Tom Leech, last week carried off
the first prize in the Commercial
category of the 2021 Entrepreneurial
Barnet competition with their new
start-up, Bulkify. Set up and run
collaboratively by Barnet Council,
Middlesex University and Barnet &
Southgate College, the prize aims
to promote entrepreneurship
among the University community
and across the borough. This
year’s competition involved three
stages – a two-minute video pitch,
online workshops to help entrants
develop their ideas, and a final
Dragon’s Den style pitch to a
panel of four judges.
Designer, trainer and consultant
Clare, who set up cross-disciplinary
sustainability initiative SustainRCA
at the Royal College of Art, serial
entrepreneur Dejan and design
engineer and tutor Tom, previously
ran circular economy consultancy
Department 22 together.
Bulkify is all about making
sustainable, ethical food more
accessible and affordable, to
stimulate the kind of agriculture
that is planet-positive. Organic and
agroecological farming systems
work hard to combat, and even
reverse, the worst effects of
producing food – sequestering
CO2, restoring biodiversity and
improving our health (read more
on the Bulkify blog page at
bulkify.co/blogs/bulk-blog). The
pandemic has highlighted the
importance of good food to our

health and immunity, and more
and more of us want to ‘do the
right thing’; but when it comes to
checkout, we are often put off by
the substantial price difference.
A year ago, the Bulkify team
had an idea: what if you could
harness the power of neighbourhoods, allowing people to buy
together to benefit from bulk
discounts? After some tests, they
put together a web-shop,
available to people in the Barnet
area, where every week you can
find the tastiest, most ethically
produced food – organic raw
honey, single-origin coffee,
fairtrade chocolate and a range of
artisan, London-made products –
at discounts of up to 40%.
Bulkify works by grouping
nearby orders and deliveries,
allowing customers to discover
nearby local shops and businesses
where they go to collect their
orders. The Book Warehouse in
Golders Green, the Garden Cafe in
Temple Fortune and Moji’s new
barber shop in Monkville Parade
are all benefiting from acting as
collection points for the hyperlocal Bulkify customers. Bulkify is
also currently developing an
exciting new zero-waste proposition
using refillable containers to
reduce packaging waste.
The more people join, the
stronger the neighbourhood bonds
become. If you are interested in
signing up and becoming part of
the Bulkify community, please
head over to www.bulkify.co or
contact clare@bulkify.co.

HGS U3A update
MYKE JACOBS

T

he AGM of HGS U3A was held
in July. David Powers, chair
of the meeting, paid tribute
to Jack Berkovi, its first Chair, who
sadly died in May 2021 (see page
opposite), and his widow Daphne,
who together made such a huge
contribution to the foundation
and running of the charity.
HGS U3A had over 70 groups
running before the pandemic, and
still has nearly 50 groups operational
on Zoom and in person now.

4

Richard Abramson was confirmed
as the new Chair of the Trustees
of HGS U3A. It was decided to
keep subscriptions for the new
year which starts on 1st
September at £25 each (£40 for
couples). All the groups running
through Covid (whose activities
are described on our website
hgsu3a.uk) will be restarting in
September and all Suburb
residents are invited to renew
their memberships or to join up at
hgsu3a.uk/join. We look forward
to seeing you all!
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From Przemysl to the
Suburb (via The Hotel Adlon)
ANDREW BOTTERILL

B

ehind the well-mannered
front doors of quiet Suburb
houses there are stories to
be told and the sweep of history
is often so close. In the sunny
garden of one such house in July,
Nurith Weil was sitting surrounded
by the longstanding Italian class
she belonged to. They had brought
a cake to celebrate her 100th
birthday. She had been with her
Italian teacher and later good
friend, the inimitable Clara Caleo
Green, since 1962.
How she escaped the Holocaust
(the only one in her family to do so)
and made a new life exemplifies
the resilience and energy of youth
– focussing on the present and
the future with positivity and good
humour. She was born Berta
Samuely in Przemysl in present
day Poland near the Ukrainian
border, the family speaking
German, her father in the leather
business. In the early 1920s, the
family moved to Berlin. ‘From the
frying pan into the fire in antisemitism terms’ she remarked
drily. Distant schooldays recalled
with the sharpness of age. Good
times and not so bad times. An
enforced move to a Jewish school.
Awful singing teacher, another
who wept every time she read
Goethe (so of course the kids
clamoured for more readings of
Goethe). She shone at athletics,
much to the dismay of local Nazis
because she overturned the
official theory of Aryan athletic
supremacy in the same way Jesse
Owens had the year before at the
1936 Berlin Olympics.
She told of a morning in the
mid-1930s walking down Unter Den
Linden outside the Hotel Adlon.
Suddenly the police stopped

Nurith Weil celebrates her 100th
birthday (Photo: Sally Botterill)

everyone and Adolf Hitler walked
out of the hotel right in front of
her, just a few feet away. A chilling
memory that’s stayed with her.
In 1939, at 17 and now too
old for Kindertransport evacuation,
with the help of the ‘Werkleute’ a
leftwing Zionist movement she
and two friends managed to get
out. First by train to Hamburg
thence by sea to Harwich. The
dominant memory here was being
given whisky by the captain as a
cure for seasickness.
Once in England (and now
renamed Nurith by her friends),
she lodged with a charming tailor
and his family. Her job was
running errands for the business
which was near the National
Gallery. Eventually she had to

On holiday in the Lake District in 1943

move to Bedfordshire and worked
on a farm and in a sweet factory –
not such enjoyable experiences.
Returning to London in 1942,
after a course in nursery education
(housed in the Royal Academy),
she opened her own nursery
school in Holland Park.
The year before, she had met
the charismatic Harry Weil. Harry,
a Czech, had managed to escape
to England by the skin of his teeth
in late 1939 via Poland, Sweden
and Norway. An action-packed
story of chance and hardship,
danger and courage. Whilst at a
concert, Nurith wondered who the
handsome cellist was. Night
follows day and they married on
April 13th 1943.
They spoke English together
but their German accents did
once create a minor incident. On
honeymoon in Bournemouth,
Harry suggested a quick dip in the
sea. A passing policeman, hearing
the accented German, arrested
them as German spies just landed,
Harry still in his underpants. They
were soon released however.
‘Dad’s Army’ surely wouldn’t have
accepted that script.
Married life was a dream. They
lived in a succession of digs and
rented rooms. Nurith continued
with her nursery work and Harry
with his reserved occupation of
precision engineering. After the end
of the war he went into business
as an import/export agent.
Summers were spent on walking
holidays in the Lake District, Tyrol
and the Dolomites.
They bought a new house in
1955 in the northern reaches of
the Suburb. The first ‘piece of
furniture’ purchased was a piano
(still there in the house they never
left). Harry accompanied Nurith
singing Schubert as well as
continuing with the cello in a
string quartet. Two daughters,
Joanna and Monica, came along.
Schools were Brooklands followed
by Woodhouse and Henrietta
Barnett. Harry was the king of DIY
and a keen gardener, Nurith a
wonderful mother. The walking
holidays continued. Harry died in
2012 aged 100.
Nurith, whilst discussing her
story, was sitting by the French
windows looking out onto the
sunlit garden Harry had created.
Proud of her two daughters, three
grandchildren and four great
grandchildren. Still in love with
the Suburb and an ardent supporter
of everything British except, of
course, Brexit. Always interested,
positive, self-deprecating and
humorous. Wholly without
bitterness and wearing her heritage
lightly. A clear inspiration to us all.
And not a bad Italian speaker either.
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An
interview
with
Amanda
Weinberg
ELEANOR LEVY

I

recently spoke to Amanda
Weinberg about herself and
her debut novel ‘The Tears
of Monterini’, which is an
historical novel set in a small
Tuscan community.
It follows Bella and Rico who
are born into neighbouring
families on the same day in 1921.
Bella’s Jewish background and
Rico’s Catholic heritage reflect the
dual make-up of their village, but
the dark forces of the 1930s and
1940s profoundly affect Monterini
and its inhabitants.
This beautifully written story
takes the reader on a tumultuous
journey through the fascist years
and beyond. It is a tale of love,
betrayal, human frailty and kindness.
I asked Amanda about her
own background. She was born
and educated in Woodford, and
went on to read French and
German at The University of East
Anglia. Amanda also speaks
Italian, has an avid interest in
European cultures, is an engaging
communicator and is an obvious
people person.
Monterini is the literary name
she gives to Pitigliano, a medieval
village, built on an Etruscan
settlement. In the 16th century
Jews fled to Pitigliano from the
surrounding Papal States and built

Photo: Julian Weinberg

a thriving community, with a
mikvah and a yeshiva. Amanda,
who knows the village well, tells
me her favourite place is the cave
which still contains the oven
which was used as a bakery for
‘forno delle azzime’. That’s matzo
to you and me!
In the book, Villa Sophia, a
disused monastery, is used to
house and hide Jewish and other
war-time orphans. Amanda
skillfully weaves this real wartime
component into her novel. In so
doing, she pays tribute to the
actual occupants and their
protectors’ hazardous daily lives.
“In reality the monastery was
called Villa Emma. From July 1942
to September 1943 about 70
children lived there, cared for by
partisans, who eventually helped
them to escape over the border
to Switzerland.”
I asked Amanda about the
mystical Tanaquilla, who appears
fleetingly a few times in the novel.
“She is the spirit of the town
through the ages, who now lives
on as a mystical presence,
reminding us how civilisations come
and go yet their essence remains.”
Amanda sees her book as ‘a
love letter to Pitigliano’.
The Tears of Monterini, Amanda
Weinberg, Red Door Press 2020,
336p, ISBN: 978-1-91306-236-1.

We wish to purchase items of silver in any condition.
As a long standing resident of the Suburb, Gideon
Cohen is happy to view your silverware in your home
and will make an offer to purchase, free of any obligation.

17 The London Silver Vaults
53-64 Chancery Lane, London WC2A 1QT
020 7404 1425 | enquiries@gcohen.co.uk

www.gcohen.co.uk
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Running in my 70s

SUBURB
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for Cancer
Research
DAVID POWERS

W

Photo: Richard Pedrycz

A warm welcome to
PC Amric Singh
SHELLEY-ANNE SALISBURY

P

C Amric Singh has taken
over from PC Sandy Clifford
who we featured in the last
issue of Suburb News.
I bumped into Amric (“call me
Ricky”) on a recent walk in the
Suburb. He is very much aware of
just how special the Suburb is and
very keen to get to know the
community. “Stop me to talk
about any issues and let me know
how I can help,” was his message.
Approachable, friendly and clearly
experienced – he has been in the
police force for 19 years – Amric
is a real asset to HGS. So do stop
him if you see him and say hello,
he’ll be more than happy to chat
(time permitting!).
Any concerns about criminal
activity should be reported to the
police. Youx can
reach Amric 1on08/02/2021 09:46 Page 1
GAD_Enfranchisement_SuburbNews_137mm
120mm_Layout
Photo: Shelley-Anne Salisbury
07920 233737.

Introducing Graham Jaffe

Leasehold
Enfranchisement
Expert
Buying your freehold or extending your
lease contact Graham for experienced
specialist advice.
Call on 0208 209 2653
Email gjaffe@gadlegal.co.uk
www.gadlegal.co.uk
746 Finchley Road NW11 7TH
Gregory Abrams Davidson Solicitors is a trading
name of National Law Partners Limited.
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hen I worked in Tokyo in
the 1980s, I regularly
jogged the 5K around the
Imperial Palace. But the searing
summer heat made it a chore
rather than a pleasure. A torn
cartilage eventually forced me to
hang up my running shoes.
Fast forward three decades.
During the first lockdown we were
allowed out only once a day for
exercise. It was time to dig out my
running shoes again. The Suburb
and Heath Extension aren’t exactly
flat, so I soon remembered why I
never ran for pleasure. But
lockdown forced me out every day.
Suddenly, I was no longer out of

breath. I was enjoying it. Hooked!
Running on your own though can
be a lonely pursuit, so in May I
entered a 10K race in Queen
Elizabeth Olympic Park. My
delight at achieving a personal
best of 00:56:56 was compounded
by learning I had come in first in
the over-70s category! I’ve since
taken part in several races and
have signed up for the London
Summer Run on Sunday 5
September to raise money for
Cancer Research UK in memory of
my wife of 34 years, Toshiko, who
died of cancer. If you’d like to
support me, you can donate
through my fundraising page at
justgiving.com/fundraising/
summerrun-jglsr99r3.
At 73, I’m fortunate to still be
fit enough to run. Having such a
beautiful area as the Suburb and
Hampstead Heath to run in means
it finally is a pleasure, not a chore.

Jack
Berkovi
1946 - 2021
DAPHNE BERKOVI

M

y dear Jack sadly died on
26 May this year. In the
picture he is holding his
Certificate of Recognition for his
remarkable contribution in
successfully establishing a u3a in
the Suburb four years ago. This
was awarded by the London
Borough of Barnet in recognition
of Jack’s outstanding service to the
community, which truly sums up
Jack’s character and personality.
Jack was someone who loved life
and loved people, who gave his
time unselfishly always conscious
of wanting to make life as enjoyable
as possible for others.
He was born in September
1946 and we grew up in the same
area in SW London and met when
we were just teenagers. After Jack
graduated from university we were
married and had over 50 years of
happily married life. Jack enjoyed
a long and successful career in
management which enabled him
to travel extensively.
In 1999 we decided to move
from Hertfordshire to the Suburb
looking to start a new life:
relishing the prospect of living in
such an idyllic location, settling in
quickly and enjoying the lovely
surroundings and all that the
Suburb could offer. So just when
life was going at full pelt and on a
trajectory career-wise and personally,
it dealt Jack a bitter blow 11 years
ago. Despite being diagnosed with
myeloma and becoming a dialysis
patient it was Jack’s sheer
determination, courage and
fortitude which guaranteed that
these terrible conditions were not
going to stand in the way of
making the most of what life had
to offer. He had the grace to rise
above all of this.

Photo: Daphne Berkovi

Jack was also somewhat of a
polymath. Amongst one of his
favourite hobbies was playing jazz
piano and this was known locally
as he had supported local charities
playing at musical events. He was
also an avid chess player and
often taught others how to enjoy
this somewhat complex game. He
also wrote and had published a
book during the early years of his
illness, despite contending with
gruelling cancer treatment; waking
in the early hours to compile all
his work experience into this
heavy tome. He was also a coinventor of a maths game
‘Nubble’ which was published
some years ago and continues to
be used in helping children with
their maths.
There is a great sense of pride
in what Jack achieved throughout
his life and especially in the latter
years, despite such great
adversity. So, I and others feel a
profound respect for what Jack
has given and gave to many who
encountered him.
So many people have referred
to Jack as someone who always
had a smile on his face, despite all
his afflictions. Perhaps, as a fitting
tribute we could organise a ‘Jack’
day each year in the Suburb: a
day focussed on and synonymous
with laughter and joy, which would
be a fitting legacy for dear Jack.
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RA REVIEW
13 July Council Meeting
made for a lively Zoom debate

Olivia at the playground (Photo: Sally Patterson)

Playground upgrade – RA
match funding campaign
COLIN GREGORY

T
Photos:
Georgina
Malcolm
Memory of
an RA Pre-Covid Summer Party – hopefully to be reinstated next year (Photo: Tony Brand)

EMMA HOWARD

R

A Council now meets (via Zoom) four times a year from 8pm to be updated by its Executive and to
discuss various matters. As usual, the July meeting was a lively one attended by 12 Council members
and two visitors. Suburb Residents are most welcome to join these meetings and can ask a question at
the beginning of the meeting but are not able to join in wider discussion.
We have welcomed several new members to our RA Council recently and I am pleased to say that Philip
Okrent (our new pavement supremo) joined in July. If you are interested in taking part in Council, then
please contact chair@hgsra.uk. You will also be expected to join one of our standing committees or take on
a role in the RA: there are always things to be done!
At the meeting, we discussed finances and membership, grants and donations, as well as events,
including a possible summer party and a forthcoming events questionnaire. Our editor of Suburb News
updated Council members on feedback on the new style Suburb News which seems to have been a hit with
readers welcoming the new format.
Our Trees & Open Spaces committee is making good progress on working with volunteers and LB Barnet
to create a new community fruit orchard in Lyttleton Playing Fields and to preserve and renew our street
trees. More updates on matters of very local interest below:
1. CHARITABLE GIVING: RA Council members have the usually pleasurable role in agreeing grant support
for local charities and bodies doing good work. So far in 2021, we have agreed the following contributions:
• Proms at St Jude’s Music and Literary festival: £3,000 grant to support the weekend ‘Lit Fest’.
• St. Jude’s appeal to restore the tower and steeple of this much-loved Grade 1 listed building: £10,000.
• Fellowship House runs a series of high-quality chamber concerts in the autumn, and we have donated
£500 in support again.
• Northway Gardens Organisation: £1,375 to support expenses incurred here.
• Noah’s Ark Children’s Hospice: the RA ran a matched fund appeal to help this charity that supports so
many very sick children and their families at times of great need. We gave £10,000 which was equalled by
local donations enabling the Hospice to proceed with a therapy pool at the new hospice building in Barnet.
• Hampstead Heath’s management team has committed to installing new playground equipment in the
existing location on the Extension and aimed at a wider age range up to 12 years. RA Council agreed to
support a further match funding appeal which the RA will contribute up to £5,000 towards.
2. ROAD AND TRAFFIC MATTERS: although there is no longer an RA R&T committee, volunteers have
continued to work hard to seek improvements in our area. LB Barnet have now agreed to proceed with the following:
• Addison Way: the installation of improved restriction to entry from Falloden Way as this has become a
short cut causing a lot of issues for residents. The new design should be installed soon and will include
narrower entry points to enable small vans and cars only to enter the road here. It will also be more robust
as the current posts are frequently knocked over by vehicles.
• Hampstead Way/Meadway roundabout: LB Barnet paid for an extensive survey here at the request of the
RA in order to try to improve pedestrian safety at crossing these busy roads and to improve traffic safety at
the roundabout. They are finalising a plan which will include crossing shelters on Meadway for pedestrians,
and a narrowing of Meadway near the roundabout so that drivers will be forced to slow down and take more
care here.
• Willifield Way/Asmuns Hill junction: LB Barnet have agreed to repaint the roundabout markings and
related road markings here.
3. LITTER PICKING: the RA has been working with residents and LB Barnet for over two years to provide
equipment and support for volunteers who would like to help keep our roads, pavements and open spaces
free from litter. We have resident Michael Green to thank for setting this up 2 years ago, but we now need a
new volunteer to liaise with Barnet, receive and distribute equipment and liaise with volunteers as needed.
Please contact chair@hgsra.uk if interested either in litter picking or co-ordinating this for the RA.
4. ALLOTMENTS: Committee Chair, Philip Harlow, was unable to attend the meeting, but reported that the
allotments are looking in good shape this year – maybe all that rain has helped and Covid restrictions have
meant people have had more time to tend their plots. There is now a long waiting list for plots: if you are
interested in taking one on, please email allotments@hgsra.uk.
5. PUBLICATIONS: the most recent issue had seen a substantial revision to style and size and the Editors
reported receiving excellent feedback on topics covered, size and stapling, and the fresh new approach. The
volunteer distribution team had reconvened after the long Covid enforced absence and reported that they
had survived this well. We still need volunteer distributors in several locations: please email lornapage@talktalk.net
if you can help, especially on Brim Hill, Falloden Way/Market Place and Winnington Road and Close.
SUBURB NEWS IS PRODUCED AND DELIVERED TO YOU BY RESIDENTS ASSOCIATION VOLUNTEERS

he City of London is making
improvements to the
playground on the Heath
Extension, following a local
campaign in 2020 by 10 year old
Olivia White, who sold jam to
raise funds for the project. The
improved playground will have an
increased variety of play equipment,
catering for children up to age 12.
It will retain its rustic feel and
make use of natural materials,
including logs from elsewhere on
the Heath. The City has drawn up
a design and is currently consulting
Olivia and other members of the
local community before the

proposals go to the Heath
Consultative and Management
Committees and for planning
consent in the autumn.
The work will be carried out in
the winter so the new playground
should be ready by next spring.
Following its successful matched
funding campaign last year in aid
of the Royal Free Charity, the
Residents Association will run a
similar campaign in support of the
project. Hampstead Heath is a
registered charity and contributions
for the playground will be made
via the charity, up to a total of
£10,000; £5,000 from residents
and £5,000 from the RA. (Raising
about 25% of the estimated cost.)

New Environment
Committee for the Suburb
EMMA HOWARD

H

ampstead Garden Suburb
is currently one of the
greenest and cleanest
suburbs in London with its parks,
woodlands and Hampstead Heath
on its doorstep. But there is much
to be done in order to enhance
our environmental credentials and
to make the Suburb fit for the
future. In order to make sure we
do our part in the huge challenges
presented by the need to reduce
our carbon emissions, we will all
need to ditch our petrol and
diesel cars; heat our homes with

renewable energy; improve our
home insulation and plant more
trees in our streets and gardens.
I am keen to set up a new
Committee to focus on practical
initiatives that we can do locally
over the next 5-10 years in order
to help meet these urgent
challenges now – not just for
future generations. I would like
volunteers willing to roll their
sleeves up and run an energetic
committee which will drive
changes for the good for our
children and grandchildren. If you
are interested, please email me
on chair@hgsra.uk.
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Barnet’s
New Local Plan:
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is it addressing our
changing needs?
TONY ZEILINGER

B

arnet Council is in the final stages of reviewing and updating the
Borough’s planning policies in a document known as the Local
Plan, due to receive final approval by the end of 2021. It sets out
a vision for how the borough will change over the next 15 years and
forms a strategy which emphasises the attractiveness of the borough
as a place to live, work and visit. The full current version is available on
Barnet’s website via this link: https://tinyurl.com/58ts65et.
Recent years have seen much technological innovation from smart
phones to increased emphasis on energy conservation and re-use of
materials. Electric vehicles and lower cost solar panels are relatively
new technologies. Online shopping has gained huge momentum and
visits to large stores have declined. Many of our roads are choked with
congestion and pollution from traffic and commuter rail and tube
routes into central London have become ever more crowded. Over the
past 18 months, the Covid pandemic has resulted in further change.
For many, it has meant much less commuting into the centre of
London or cycling rather than taking the tube. Barnet’s new plan
reflects many of these trends and its ratification is likely to coincide
with potentially radical Town & Country Planning reform and
supporting legislation.

Hampstead Garden Suburb
Residents Association

Play your part in keeping
our Suburb special
The Hampstead Garden Suburb Residents Association was formed over 100 years ago.
Membership is open to all residents, and non-residents can join as associate members. With nearly
2,000 members, it has grown in strength to become a positive and powerful force on the Suburb, by:
• organising social and cultural events including fêtes, picnics and a New Year’s Eve party •
• arranging open meetings for residents to express their views and pre-election political meetings •
• maintaining and enhancing our environment and the character of the Suburb •
• representing member views by lobbying local councillors, politicians, planning authorities etc •
• supporting local societies and voluntary organisations •
• donating to various local charities including The Proms at St Jude’s •
• producing the RA website, Suburb News & eNews, the Directory and the HGS List email group •
• giving access to the Master Tradespeople List: recommendations made by fellow Suburb members •
• helping to keep the Suburb safe and

engendering an inclusive community spirit •

Join the Hampstead Garden Suburb Residents Association online at

hgsra.uk/join
(or post the form below)

Join the HGS Residents Association or renew your membership. (One subscription covers everyone at the address)
Name(s)
Address

Postcode

Email

Phone

Annual subscription amount (Minimum payment £15 per annum)..........................................£
Fellowship donation* (Optional)..................................................................................................................... £
(To support Fellowship, a Suburb charity, in its work for Suburb senior citizens)

Total ...................................................................................................................................................................................£
* I declare by making this donation that I want to Gift Aid my donations to Fellowship House and am a UK taxpayer paying
sufficient tax to meet the Gift Aid on my donation. I agree to Fellowship receiving my details for this purpose.
(Delete the above declaration if you do not wish to Gift Aid your donation or do not pay sufficient tax)
I wish to pay:

by cheque (payable to HGS Residents Association). Please write your address on the back of the cheque.
by bank transfer to HGS Residents Association: Bank: HSBC Sort Code: 40-03-11 Acc. No: 91605747
Please return this form (with cheque if applicable) to:

The Membership Secretary, HGS Residents Association, PO Box 67700, London NW11 1NS
Our Privacy Policy can be viewed at hgsra.uk/about/dataprotection.html
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It’s probably safe to assume that Robert Jenrick, Minister for
Communities, Housing & Local Government, would agree that
Hampstead Garden Suburb contains beautiful architectural and urban
design. He is tabling before Parliament the most radical town and
country planning reforms in 75 years. The first Town & Country Planning
legislation that guides us was introduced in 1947 and echoed the
concerns of Henrietta Barnett and her fellow members of The Garden
City Movement who campaigned for the building of more inclusive
mixed communities offering green spaces for residents to enjoy.
One of the main aspects of the 1947 legislation was to create
protected green belt areas to act as a barrier to restrict suburban
sprawl and to provide ‘lungs’ for our cities. For similar reasons, the
founders of our Suburb campaigned to raise funds to ensure the City of
London could purchase land now forming the Hampstead Heath
Extension and that the surrounding land to the north could be
purchased to design and develop a state of the art, gardened housing
development, where families drawn from all social classes could live
within proximity to each other. Pioneers of the Garden City Movement
attracted the interest of leading architects and designers of the era,
many of whom were members of the Arts & Crafts Movement.
From October 2021, local air quality should improve with the
extension of the ULEZ from central London to the North Circular Road,
forcing most vehicle owners to give serious consideration to reduction
of their vehicle emissions. Last year, the GLA gained statutory approval
for its 15-year London Plan, and its policies continue to ban new
developments on Green Belt land. Among the ambitions set out in The
London Plan, the GLA wants to slow the growth of vehicle traffic. It is
seeking to improve public transport for travelling across London and
not just into its central areas. Over the past decades, people’s jobs have
changed, as have our places of work and our commuting and business
journeys, with many people unable to afford to live within Greater
London. Travel to access leisure, education, and health care services
(with increasingly centralised healthcare facilities) has increased.
The London Plan sets policies to increase the Affordable Housing
supply with targets to build tens of thousands of new affordable homes,
not just in central areas, but within its suburbs, rather than building
new towns further out, as was the case in the 1950’s and 60’s. Barnet’s
Local Plan is required to incorporate many of the policies that have
been approved within the London Plan, which in turn is influenced by
the policies set out within The National Planning Framework. One of
Barnet’s significant tasks in preparing its plan has been to identify
possible sites where developers could construct affordable homes on a
commercial basis, including newer forms of social housing.
But what impact do these higher-level policy prescriptions have
upon the drafting of Barnet’s Plan? Increased emphasis is being placed
on the need for people to remain active and Barnet and the GLA are
interested in funding a green walkway alongside the River Brent and
Mutton Brook between Brent Cross and the Suburb. Golders Green
Town Centre will be renovated, and land use around East Finchley and
Finchley Central Stations looks likely to change, with commuter parking
space reduced as more affordable homes are built. The Local Plan
encourages more leisure, entertainment, health, and new community
facilities within our town centres. It anticipates that online shopping
will increase and our interest in using land greedy mega-supermarkets
will continue to decline. Barnet’s planners envisage that the redevelopment
values of these sites will attract applications for more housing and
smaller commercial developments, whether as shared, flexible workspaces
or studios suited to high tech designers and the creative industries.
Brent Cross area will become a significant new office and
commercial centre whilst retaining its role as a speciality shopping,
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Henrietta’s
Community Fruit
Orchard
MARIA SCHLATTER

B

Photo: Google Earth

dining, and entertainment hub. Thameslink is building a new station at
Brent Cross West that will be connected with new bus routes. This new
station has been designed for additional platforms to be built for a new
overground station, that forms part of the planned West London
Orbital overground line. It will use the existing freight railway lines from
Cricklewood to Brentford that will be upgraded to create a new
passenger line terminating at West Hampstead and Hendon Thameslink.
This is part of The Greater London and Barnet’s Plan to improve east –
west public transport routes.
In adjoining boroughs, significant infrastructure projects are
underway, such as the Elizabeth Line (Crossrail 1) and the contentious
high-speed railway HS2. Barnet will collaborate with adjoining boroughs
of Haringey and Enfield to create an opportunity area in New Southgate,
where a Crossrail 2 station is proposed. Within Barnet, other
opportunity area developments are progressing in Colindale and Brent
Cross, plus substantial new housing in Mill Hill East’s Millbrook Park.
To the west, between Willesden, Acton and the Park Royal
Industrial Estate, the Oak Common Development Zone, with new
housing, retail and commercial space and multiple rail inter-change
links, will include a massive new station for HS2, Crossrail and
Overground trains, including the planned West London Orbital
overground line. The west of London from Old Oak Common out
towards Heathrow has the potential to become a major growth zone,
not dissimilar in scale to Canary Wharf and the other docklands
developments in East London.
What impact could these changes have for us within the Suburb in
the future? Hampstead Garden Suburb will continue to be a
Conservation Area and might soon be classified as a Protected Area.
Our properties cannot currently outwardly change in appearance, and
our open spaces remain protected. Overall, we should benefit from
already permitted and proposed development changes happening
within other parts of Barnet. Lack of parking provided in new residential
complexes should encourage more residents to use public transport,
cycle or walk. Statistics show that the younger generation is less
interested in car ownership and overall vehicle sharing is increasing
with Zip Cars being such an example.
As part of the proposed planning law reforms, administrative
processes associated with household planning applications will be
simplified. As the Suburb is already mainly built up, no major
redevelopments are likely to occur within its boundaries. Our residents
will hopefully be protected from mass development and further
housing densification threats, but we will continue to experience
gradual change. Our basic street utility infrastructure will need to be
modernised reflecting changing consumer demands and the need to
use modern materials.
Copper telephone lines and associated infrastructure are likely to
be removed from our streets and replaced by fibre cabling to our
homes. Huge mobile masts on sites such as the one in Golders Green
railway sidings could soon be removed as more of us adopt 5G and its
successor mobile technologies that are better suited to working with
shorter distance and much smaller radio aerials. As we make greater
use of zero-emission vehicles, we will need more street charging points.
Then there is the question of hydrogen fuel and its role in powering
transport and maybe heating our homes. Barnet’s Local Plan makes
references to such changes, and new supporting policies continue to
be developed.
So, even without significant redevelopment schemes within the
Suburb, there remain plenty of challenges that doubtless the
committees of the HGSRA and The Hampstead Garden Suburb Trust
will need to consider as they help protect the interests of residents.

y the end of this autumn, Lyttelton Playing Fields
will have a delightful new addition. The Friends of
Henrietta’s Community Fruit Orchard and other
resident volunteers will be planting a new orchard with a
historic selection of fruit trees. This exciting project was
initiated by the HGS Residents Association and has
been in preparation since last year.
The tree varieties chosen by the Friends of
Henrietta’s Community Orchard have been specially
grafted and reserved for us by Grow at Brogdale, home
of the National Fruit Collection in Kent, and should be
ready for planting by about mid- November.
Apple picking at Brogdale National Fruit Collection
The new community orchard will continue the fruit(Photo: Maria Schlatter)
growing traditions begun during the foundation period
of Hampstead Garden Suburb to bring benefit and pleasure to the community. We are very grateful that
local residents and schools have shown such a keen interest in supporting this project.
It looks like it is going to be a real community effort. Both the RA and Barnet Council have been very
engaged in preparing for it. Bishopswood Bowling Club very kindly offered their assistance in supplying water
for the new orchard, and the Friends of Big Wood are planning to lend practical support with volunteer
labour and tools when it comes to planting the young fruit trees.
We are scheduling another meeting for the Friends of Henrietta’s Community Orchard to organise the
planting dates and related activities at the end of September. Existing Friends of Henrietta’s Community
Orchard will be contacted about this automatically, and if you also want to get involved or just find out
more, please email: fruitorchard@hgsra.uk or call 020 8458 2402.

Cracking the problem
PHILIP OKRENT

F

Photo: Philip Okrent
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ollowing a letter that I wrote to the RA following the last edition of
Suburb News regarding the terrible state of many of our pavements,
I was asked if I would be willing to be co-opted to the Residents
Association with a brief to report issues regarding dangerous pavements
in the Suburb. Having agreed to that, I have spent the last few weeks
fielding reports from residents and forwarding onwards to our local
Councillors. I have also met with relevant Barnet officials to show them
some of the issues we have here.
I am really delighted to say that each reported incident has been
dealt with by the Council and repair works are in hand. So, if you are
concerned about the pavement near your house being dangerous then
please, please contact me at pavements@hgsra.uk and I will happily
take up the problem with our Councillors and hopefully get the issue
resolved relatively quickly. Please send photos and precise location
(e.g. road name and house number) where possible.
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SUBURB

EVENTS
ANDREW BOTTERILL

H

opefully by time you read
this, Fellowship will again
be firing on all cylinders.
Apart from all the usual classes
and activities, on the ‘cultural’
side please note the following:
Between now and the end of
the year, a full programme of
Tuesday afternoon talks has been
arranged, three new exhibitions
will run back to back in the art
gallery and the Autumn Sunday
Afternoon Chamber Concert Series
is back for the eleventh year
running from 24 October until 28
November. Further details at
www.fellowshiphouse.co.uk.

The one basic Covid protocol
we must insist on is that anyone
coming into the building must
have been double jabbed.
Some people need transport
to and from the Tuesday talks and
more volunteer drivers are sought
for this. Please call Lorna Jones on
07891 112365 if you can spare a
little time once or twice a month.
The Audio Visual system
has been upgraded with better
connectivity and a new projector.
The loft space has been boarded
over to ease storage problems and
also to allow the Garden Suburb
Theatre to move all its costumes
from various damp garages into
one location.

Fellowship
firing on all
cylinders
Gemma Rosefield, a star in Fellowship’s
Autumn Series (Photo: Marco Borggreve)

FORTHCOMING EVENTS AT FELLOWSHIP HOUSE
ART GALLERY
September 6 - October 6
Elements of Domestic Design from
HGS Trust Archives
October - November
Paintings by the late John Mathias
December
Photographs from the travels of
Ivan Berg
CHAMBER CONCERT SERIES
All concerts start at 3pm and last about
an hour. Entry £12, 10% discount if
you book a minimum of four concerts
October 24
A Musical Afternoon with Simon
Rowland-Jones, Gemma Rosefield
and Tim Horton
October 31
A Musical Afternoon with Michael
Foyle and Maksim Stsura

November 7
A Musical Afternoon with Harriet
Burns and Christopher Glynn
November 14
A Musical Afternoon with the
Solem Quartet
November 21
A Musical Afternoon with Dominic
Degavino
November 28
A Musical Afternoon with Kyle
Horch and Yshani Perinpanayagam
TUESDAY AFTERNOON TALKS
3.30pm. All residents welcome. Entry
(incl. tea and biscuits) £3, members £1
September 7
‘Sculpture Gardens of England’
Michael Berg

September 14
‘How do we record History in our
age of Fake News and Post Truth?’
Alistair Niven
September 21
‘Wincenty Bakiewicz (1897-1974) :
Between Nazi Germany and Soviet
Russia – A Soldier’s Life at a time of
war’ Jeremy Berkoff
September 28
‘Oranges and Lemons’ Lester
Hillman revisits the nursery rhyme
exploring all things bells in the City
October 5
‘Doctors do Dynorod: of Blood
Vessels, Blockages and Leaks’
Dr Aubrey Waddy
October 12
‘Women’s Wartime Leadership’
Dr Kathleen Sherritt (ex RAF)

October 19
Marianne North: ‘Victorian Botanist’
Tamara Rabin
October 26
‘A Life’s Journey : From Tarnow to
London – surviving the War Years in
Eastern Europe’ Janek Geller
November 2
‘Rats, Raspberries & Surgeons’
Dr David Shanson
November 9
‘The Cambridge Orator’ Professor
James Diggle was Professor of
Greek and Latin at Cambridge
University 1995-2011
November 16
‘Sharpshooters II’ The second part
of Andrew Glendinning’s father’s
experiences from D-Day to the end
of the War

November 23
‘Eric Coates, his son Austin and the
Hong Kong Connection’
June Armstrong Wright
November 30
‘Working in the TUC’ Helen Leiser
December 7
‘Anecdotes by an Angel Investor’
Dr Richard Hargreaves
December 14
‘Do As You Are Told : Drafting
Legislation’ Roger Rose
December 21
A Musical Afternoon with Francoise
Geller and Gordon Griffin
If you would like further details on any
of our events or activities please visit:
www.fellowship house.co.uk

Who loves Tai Chi?
Come and join us and find out
JUDY SMITH

T
We are your local
Funeral Director
in Hampstead Garden Suburb
624 Finchley Road, NW11 7RR

here has been much written
in our weekend supplements
in the past year or so about
how to ensure the best possible
all-round health as we all get older.
Remarkably, almost every article
talks about the enormous benefits
of learning and practising Tai Chi.
What’s more there’s a friendly Tai
Chi class on your doorstep.
Anyone who has visited China
will have seen literally hundreds of
people performing their Tai Chi
moves in the open air – all perfectly
co-ordinated and many of them
well into their 70s and 80s.

Tai Chi is an ancient 13th
Century Chinese martial art
practised for defence, health
benefits and meditation. It is
based around four pillars or types
of practice – Qigong, Form,
Pushing Hands and Application.
Each Pillar develops the
ability to co-ordinate the body,
releasing tension, improving
balance and increasing energy.
And better still – there are Tai
Chi Classes in the Suburb teaching
Qigong and Form. Qigong are
static exercises to release internal
energy and the Form is a flowing
sequence of movements helping
to develop physical co-ordination.

Everyone who begins to learn
Tai Chi agrees that it does have
many health benefits such as
improved sleep, feeling more
relaxed, better co-ordination and
a general sense of well-being.
Even my husband, who is a runner,
really enjoys it!
Why don’t you come and join
the Tai Chi class which takes
place on a Tuesday morning from
10.30-12.00 in The Free Church
Hall in Northway.
If you would like further
information on any aspect of Tai
Chi, please contact our instructor
Jon Attrill at jonattrill27@gmail.com
or ring 07932 439498.

020 8455 4992 | levertons.co.uk
finchleyroad@levertons.co.uk
6 branches across North London: Camden Town | Golders Green
Gospel Oak | Hampstead | Kentish Town | Muswell Hill
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Bishopswood Bowling Club
Open Day success
MICHAEL SPIRO

O

ver the end of May Bank
Holiday weekend,
Bishopswood Bowling
Club, located within the Lyttelton
Road Playing Fields, held the club
Open Days in conjunction with
Bowls England.
The club ended up hosting
scores of potential new members
as well as others who were just
interested to see and experience
what Bowls was all about.
The club was open from 10am
to 6pm on each of the days with

the coaches and many other
volunteers working non-stop to
ensure our visitors were welcomed
warmly and had a great experience.
In total, somewhere between
60 and 80 people of all ages and
backgrounds came in with over 20
of them joining the Club then and
there and in the days that followed
others expressing a strong interest
to do so.
Overall it was a hugely
successful weekend from which
the club expects to secure many
more new members.
With the summer outdoor
bowling season not ending before
October, there is plenty of time
for anyone interested to come in,
learn what the sport is about and

hopefully join in. There is still
ample capacity for more to join in,
learn the sport and enjoy everything
the club has to offer.
Below are just a few of the
pictures from the weekend. There
are many more pictures on the
club website which can be viewed
at bishopswoodbc.co.uk/gallery.
The club and the members are
friendly and welcoming, inviting
any and all who pass by the gates
which are always open, to come
in, learn all about the game and
have a go.
Please visit the club website
at bishopswoodbc.co.uk for more
information on bowls or the club,
ring them on 8058 2212 or email
info@bishopswoodbc.co.uk.

Photo: Ivana Ruzic

Happy Campers!
HANNAH GREEN
fter 18 months of challenging
restrictions, normality
returned to Garden Suburb
Infant School at the end of term,
when 56 families came together
to enjoy the school’s annual PTA
fundraising summer camp, planned
by parent Andrew McHerron.
After a week of blue skies and
30 degree temperatures, organisers
gritted their teeth as the forecast
threatened thunderstorms. Happily,
the weather was dry and warm and
the day marked the triumphant
return of one of Garden Suburb’s
favourite fundraising events.
Happy campers descended on
the school field with tents of all
shapes and sizes. The children
climbed on hay bales while parents
milled around, celebrating the end
of the school year and the
opportunity to be together safely.

This was the first event the school
had been able to run for 18 months
and it felt worth the long wait.
After dinner – pizza from local
restaurant, That’s Amore – the
crowd was serenaded with live
entertainment. Later, Head
Teacher, Miss Sands, gathered the
children by the campfire for a
bedtime story followed by a raffle
featuring prizes generously donated
by parents from the school and by
the local community. The day
ended with a disco, children and
parents dancing late into the mild
summer night.
“Events like this are crucial in
building a sense of community,
and providing our children with
new and exciting experiences,”
says Miss Sands. “We hope they
will have special memories that
will stay with them for life.”
A great time (and very little
sleep) was had by all.

So if you’d like to help us
reach £50,000, here’s a thought!
After a year’s delay, Ruth Smith
and her friend Anne Cooper will
be walking 90 miles of the Jurassic
Coast (Seaton to Swanage) from
Tuesday 7th September in aid of
Combat Stress. Remembering to
keep the sea to their right and
sustained by cream teas and the

beautiful Jurassic coast, they
hope to complete their walk in a
week. So if you can contribute
and help the HGS Combat Stress
Committee reach £50,000 (only
£267 to go!), please see the link
to their Just Giving page:
www.justgiving.com/fundraising/
ruthsmith-annecooper.
Thank you for your support.

A

Photos: Michael Spiro

HGS Combat Stress has
to cancel events
but support needed more than ever
MARJORIE HARRIS

A

s you may have seen from
the coverage of the tragic
events unfolding in
Afghanistan, the situation is having
a significant impact on Veterans,
and those serving. Since the news

was announced, Combat Stress
has seen a 100% increase in calls
to their helpline as a direct result.
The staff at Combat Stress
are working hard to encourage all
Veterans, particularly those who
have served in Afghanistan, to call
their help line for confidential

Welcome to St Jude’s
Every Sunday at 10.30am. All welcome.

SAINT JUDE-ON-THE-HILL
THE PARISH CHURCH OF HAMPSTEAD GARDEN SUBURB

www.stjudeonthehill.com

advice and guidance which is
available free, 24 hours a day.
Combat Stress is funded 90% by
public donations so they
desperately need the public’s
support so they can continue to
help UK Veterans with complex
health needs resulting from
military trauma and help them to
rebuild their lives and those of
their families too.
Due to having to cancel three
events planned for this year, HGS
Combat Stress haven’t been able
to hold any fundraising events
since the Centenary concert in
October 2019. This was a difficult
decision to make, but there were
too many risks in putting on an
inside event in the middle of
November. However, we are
planning to hold the concert in
May or June next year instead.
On a more positive note, we hope
to hold an outside Pop-Up
fundraising event for Combat
Stress sometime in October this
year, with home-made preserves,
cakes, craft items, books and
other items plus Combat Stress
Christmas Cards.
However, the good news is
that to date the HGS Combat Stress
Committee have raised £49,733!
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P R HARTLEY
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT
& REGISTERED AUDITOR

Accounting & Taxation Services
Call 020 8731 9745 or 07850 634395
Email: paul@prhartley.co.uk
www.prhartley.co.uk
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The future depends on
Humans: the robots
of the future
ISABELLE HO

T

he world is no stranger to prosthetic limbs, with waves of
amputees from the world wars, Afghanistan and Iraq as well
as illnesses and accidents. However, until the late 20th
century, prosthetics were largely mechanical, heavy and
uncomfortable. These limbs, powered by pulleys and strings, were
difficult to hide inside models of realistic hands – once desired
because of the stigma surrounding prostheses – without
compromising their functionality. Prosthetic wearers would have
to make a choice between looks and functionality.
Since the dawn of the computer age, prosthetic limbs no
longer have to be powered by the body. They come complete
with battery packs and microprocessors, and can be
much lighter thanks to smaller electronics. One
of the most revolutionary developments was
the myoelectric control system. No
longer did wearers have to bend their
forearm to open their hand, now,
electrical impulses from the nerves
which would naturally control
your muscles (‘myo’ means
muscle in Greek) could be
picked up by a sensor. Different
impulses would translate into
specific movements
performed by the bionic
limb. This was and is still
ground-breaking technology:
what once used to be a static
hook is now an engineered
hand with fingers individually
moving on command.

Although the stigma of disability has by no means
disappeared, there is a move towards producing prosthetics that
can be worn openly with pride. Open Bionics is one such
company. Their designs range from slick and simple to Disneythemed. Drawing on popular culture such as Iron Man or Star
Wars to make prosthetics is not only cooler, but something you’d
want to have. For children (and probably a lot of adults too) a
bionic arm is no longer something to hide, but something that
brings their imagination to life!
High-performance prosthetics have always come with high
price tags, but now 3D printing has become much cheaper and
more accessible. Combined with the speed of machine learning,
manufacturing a prosthetic limb is no longer slow and artisanal.
Personalised limbs can be made with speed – even from home with
a 3D printer – which means designs can develop and improve
quickly. Since the first 3D printed bladder was made in 1999,
scientists have successfully managed to print functioning heart and
lung tissues. In the future, patients would never have to be on an
organ donor waiting list again, nor need immunosuppressants as
the implants will be grown from their own body. The foundations
of this technology have already been laid, and the idea of your
own 3D printed leg is more than just a mere possibility.
There’s an abundance of hope in the future of robotic limbs.
For example, ultrasound technology currently outperforms
myoelectric sensors which could provide even faster and precise
limb control. There is still work to be done to increase limb
functionality. Articulation, the ability to move individual joints, is
limited, and limbs are not yet able to include the full sensory
experience such as feeling differences in pressure or temperature.
But nevertheless Hugh Herr, an MIT engineer who developed his
own bionic legs, said in an interview, “I think in two to three
decades we will have bionic limbs that completely emulate
biological function.” When – not if – technology reaches a point
where robotic limbs can be an aid to the human body,
exoskeletons could extend human performance beyond the
average ability. This might be an exoskeleton to improve mobility
in old age, or to reduce the strain on joints of runners. Could
humans, aided by technology run faster, jump higher, reverse the
effects of old age, and consequently fast forward evolution?

Photo: ThisisEngineering RAEng

Taking small steps into the future
MADHU KANNON

S

omeone once said that the best way to plan for the future is by planting seeds. I thought
about this quote one morning when tending to my plants. I have realised that I spend far
too much time in the future and never stop to smell the roses that I have spent so long
watering. Planning and looking into the future is always a daunting prospect for me when
sometimes I don’t even know what I’m going to eat for dinner that night!
Pausing and reflecting on what I really want from the future has helped me navigate the
uncertainty and feeling out of control. Doing small tasks that make me happy and help me
enjoy the present have helped me feel more positive about the future. I love baking bread, the
delicious smell that slowly wafts through my kitchen fills me with an instant joy and a verve for
life. Or crocheting, deliberately creating each stitch and delicately sewing each individual piece
to create intricate and beautiful cardigans, fills me with purpose and pride. When I dedicate time
to projects I care about, whether it be hours or days, watching the final result grow slowly and
purposefully to fruition, makes me feel that all my hard work has been worth it.
Sometimes the only way that we can look into the future is by stopping and reflecting on the
past. The last two years have been a time where we have all changed and altered ourselves in small
ways. There is nothing wrong with change as it shows growth, no two trees grow back the same after each
season. Spending time on yourself, taking small steps into the future is the only way we can move into it,
without it feeling like its a stab in the dark.
So plant your seeds and water them well, fill your life with all the people and things that you love the
most and most importantly remember that you are not the only one struggling to plan beyond tomorrow.
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what you do today

MAHATMA GANDHI

HOW DOES THE SUBURB NEWS YOUTH TEAM SEE THE FUTURE?

Hopes for the future:
Space travel
KAYA HARIA

W

ith the population of our planet growing ever so fast and
our resources diminishing by the second, mankind has been
looking towards a way to solve this issue so that future
generations can live in peace and harmony. One option, in new and
mostly unchartered territory is space travel and moving some of the
human population onto planets in our own solar system such as Mars.
Over the years, space travel has become more safe and
accessible with many successful missions like in 1969, when Neil
Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin were the first men to walk on the moon.
And with the International Space Station which orbits our planet
continuously which can allow humans to reside there for long
periods of time (even years!), the idea of moving to Mars seems to
become more and more plausible.
Though any person is yet to visit the red planet, there have
been multiple rovers and satellites sent out to explore the planet
which has evidence of water and may even contain some life forms
that are still unknown. It is approximately half the size of earth and
has two moons and has seasons and landscapes just like Earth. Out
of all the planets in our solar system, it seems to be the one most
likely to be habitable.

With private space exploration companies like Elon Musk’s
SpaceX, moving to Mars seems as if it is something that will happen
in our lifetimes, and maybe one day be a possibility for us all. The
company plans to send cargo out to Mars in a rocket for
the very first time next year and then a space crew
in 2024. The first priority is to remove any
potential hazards and put in place
measures to sustain life such as water
availability.
If all goes well, then our future
homes could be in Space, as
maybe a home in space could
be organised to cost around
the same as a house on
Earth. There would be an
abundant supply of new
jobs needed to maintain
life on the planet.
The hope is that over a
period of time, a selfsufficient civilisation can
be created on Mars and
maybe this can take the
pressure off our planet under
its strains of global warming
and overpopulation.
Would you ever consider a
move to Mars?
Photo: NASA

Plans for
the future

When people ask my plans for the future,
I never know what to say,
My eyes go wide, I shift to the side,
“Perhaps a job that pays?”
My friends don’t seem to feel the same,
“A lawyer.” “A dentist?” “A vet!”
But all that I seem to know
Is that I wouldn’t like a pet.
Like all wide-eyed, undecided youths,
I intend to explore the world,
Learn to say ‘Pizza’ in an Italian accent,
Live in Paris, New York or Seoul.
“I could meet someone there”
I like to imagine, “Who owns an investment bank”,
Then I can dither hither and thither
Without having to decide my fate.
But for all my musings and appealing illusions,
A part of me knows deep down,
That I must be the only one
Who, to my destiny, bounds.
Sometimes I ponder what it means
To call oneself successful,
Teaching makes a tangible difference,
But there are those who ask “Is that all?”
As I hit 17 I do believe,
I’m beginning to find that answer,
It is not, after all, so concrete
As any one career I must master.
Now I may smile, my eyes catch fire,
When I announce my plans hereafter,
Internal peace is what I seek,
Inner confidence, and laughter.

Photo: Alexandra Mirghe

ALLIE GRUBER
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We are looking for a group of 12-16 year olds to take over
from Rosa, Madhu, Isabelle, Joanna, Kaya & Allie who have
all done a brilliant job over the last couple of years – good luck
with your A Levels girls! If you are interested in applying to be on
the new SNY editing team please email us at suburbnews@hgsra.uk.
This would be a fantastic opportunity if you are thinking of going
into journalism.

Maths

Combat Learning Loss with
Expert private coaching in Hamsptead

Online or face-to-face
Common Entrance and 7+, 11+, 13+
GCSE, A level and Further Maths
STEP & MAT

Recent successes at Westminster and St Paul’s, as well as Oxford
and Cambridge Universities.
Highly experienced former Head of Maths with B.Sc. Maths,
1st Class hons. degree from top UK university and experience in
writing 11+ materials.
1-to-1 support that will secure those A*s, grade 9s, top university,
Independent or selective places.

Contact: 07811 254061
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Proms at St Jude’s 2021
return of the Live Festival
RON FINLAY

A

fter an online-only appearance
in 2020, Proms at St Jude’s
returned live to Central
Square this year. And what a joy it
was! Both for the performers and
audience alike.
There was palpable excitement
from Jess Gillam and her Ensemble
on the opening night, which
marked the beginning of her live
tour in 2021. For Philippe Sands,
too, who talked eloquently about
The Ratline, it was his first talk in
front of a live audience since his
book was published in April 2020.
Covid restrictions meant
changes to format: concerts were
socially distanced and held
without an interval, but repeated
in early and later evening; and
LitFest events were streamed
online as well as live. But these
changes were not without their
merits. Sightlines in St Jude’s were
excellent, the concert audience
could attend early or late
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depending on their preference
and people could take part in
LitFest talks from their armchairs
or in person.
Sadly, the usual lunchtime
concerts and catering tents were
absent, but all being well these
will return next year.
Pandemic worries meant that
audience sizes were about twothirds of a normal year, but the
live events were easily up to their
usual standard. Braimah and Konya
Kanneh-Mason, violinist and
pianist siblings from the famous
family, sold out their two concerts.
Meanwhile, their mother, Kadiatu,
was a hit at LitFest, talking to Ham
& High Features Editor Bridget
Galton about raising musical
prodigies, as told in House of Music.
One of the stand-out musical
performances was from baritone
Roderick Williams, who wowed
audiences with his masterful
renditions of English songs from
the first half of the twentieth
century. Similarly, Voces8, the a

cappella ensemble, proved their
versatility with a programme from
Purcell to Porter. As one ticket
holder said, “the Church is wonderful
for unaccompanied voices”.
Proms audiences were also
treated to arias from Hampstead
Garden Opera, jazz from the Chris
Ingham Quintet, solo piano from
Leon McCawley, chamber music
from the London Bridge Trio and
a wonderful Last Night performed
by Fantasia Orchestra. For
families, the Magnard Ensemble
entertained on a Roald Dahl
theme and infants were captivated
at two Teeny Proms. A Schools’
Prom was produced as an online
resource this year, reaching over
4.000 children.
At LitFest, the pairings of
authors and interviewers were
first-class and the range of topics
provided something for everyone,
from surgery in war zones and the
effects of Indian partition on
families to the perils of the digital
age and the death of Robert

Jess Gillam (Photo: Michael Eleftheriades)

Roderick Williams (Photo: Michael Eleftheriades)

Maxwell. A coup was a special
online interview by Mark Lawson
with Dame Hilary Mantel, winner
of the David Cohen Prize for
Literature and twice winner of the
Booker Prize.
Heritage Walks took
participants not only around the
Suburb, Hampstead and the
Heath but also to Whitechapel
and Shakespeare’s London.

Despite the complications of
Covid, it was gratifying that Proms
was still able to raise many tens of
thousands of pounds for its
partner charities, Toynbee Hall
and the North London Hospice.
None of this would have been
possible without the generosity of
sponsors, Friends, advertisers and
you, the audience. A big thank
you to everyone.
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The dedicated team behind the Proms at St Jude’s have made sure that they hit the
ground running with their return to live performances this year. Below are a couple
of reviews plus a pictorial account of some of this year’s favourites.

Kadiatu Kanneh-Mason
in conversation with Bridget Galton
SHELLEY-ANNE SALISBURY

T

he first of the ‘in person’
HGS Proms LitFest events
was a fascinating interview of
Kadiatu Kanneh-Mason by Bridget
Galton, Features and Associate
Editor of the Ham & High. Despite
the fact that the talk was also live
streamed, it was well attended in
person. Susie Gregson’s troop of
marshals did an absolutely superb
job of making all feel covid safe
and comfortable. Richard Clegg,
chair of the HGS Proms, thanked
everyone attending for their
support and Del Cooke, Head of
Henrietta Barnett School,
addressed the audience in a
similar vein, clearly delighted to
be able, once again, to host the
LitFest at the school.
Then on to the talk. Bridget
asked Kadi (as she is known)
about bringing up a large family
(there are seven Kanneh-Mason
children). “I wanted four children
and Stuart wanted three so we
just added them up and made
seven!” Kadi explained. When she
and, her husband, Stuart realised
they had musically gifted children
they had to make a decision to

Photo: Jake Turney

take on the responsibility of
nurturing their talent. No easy feat
and certainly a very hands-on and
expensive one. They often had to
rely on the generosity of others to
be able to afford instruments and
lessons for all of their children;
some of the children won music
scholarships to the Royal Academy.
Kadi took on the pragmatic
role of sorting out their lessons
and practice schedules and
feeding the family in as practical a
way as possible ‘all meals had to
be made in one pot to save time’,

fussy eating choices were simply
not pandered to. And things
haven’t changed, as the children
have become older, any food fads
they have developed are fine
provided they cook for themselves.
Kadi describes herself as
the worrier whilst Stuart is the
dreamer and risk taker. This
partnership has proved highly
effective. They have managed to
raise well-balanced, grounded
children who are not fazed by
their various successes and fame.
Sheku’s invitation to play at Harry
and Megan’s wedding, although
obviously seen as an honour, was
treated as no more special than
any other performance.
Kadi is set on ensuring
children from disadvantaged
backgrounds have access to
classical music. Her own mixed
race background had its various
challenges, her mother is welsh
and her father, who died when
Kadi was only five, was from Sierra
Leone. Kadi decided to write her
book, ‘The House of Music’ as a
way of doing something for
herself but also as a platform to
promote musical inclusiveness
and diversity.

Jazz at the Movies
Chris Ingham Quintet
BENEDICT TURVILL

T

wo of the principal cultural
delights that audiences have
been missing in the lockdown
era are cinema and live music.
How fortunate, then, that the Chris
Ingham Quintet should give us
both in one package. Their ‘Jazz
at the Movies’ concert was a
celebration of the music that has
been so central to classic films
like ‘The Pink Panther’ and
‘From Russia with Love’, and
accompanied the performances
of actors from Michelle Pfeiffer to
Michael Caine. And yet this wasn’t
just a whistle-stop of over-played
standards. The most devoted
aficionado of cinema and swing
would have heard much over the
course of the evening that was
previously unfamiliar.
The Quintet transformed the
sacred surrounds of St Jude’s

Church into a temple of sound.
The luscious licks of Mark Crooks’
clarinet and tenor saxophone had
a veritably prayerful quality as
they rose into the expansive dome
of the church.
Joanna Eden sang with an
intimacy that was breathtaking in
such a cavernous and acoustically
demanding space, transporting us
from garden suburb to smokefilled speakeasy.
The rhythm section of the
Quintet, featuring Chris Ingham
on piano, Joe Pettit on double
bass and Jeff Lardner on drums,
calmly and virtuosically plied
their trade. Eden and Crooks
understandably dominated the
audience’s attention, and yet
those three gentlemen each had
a chance to demonstrate their
skills, proving that bass, skins and
box can be highly dramatic solo
instruments too.

Hall and Randall Plumbers
Plumbing and Heating Services • Property Maintenance

Central Heating, Plumbing Repairs & Advisory Service

Look no further... your local plumbers

Voces8 (Photo: Michael Eleftheriades)

Emergency repairs, blocked pipes, drainage,
guttering, roofing, central heating and boilers.
12 months guarantee, 40 years experience
132 Manor Way, Borehamwood, Herts, WD6 1QX
Web: www.hallandrandallplumbers.com
Email: office@hallandrandall.com
Tel: 020 8953 2094 • Fax: 020 8905 1602
Evenings: Garry 020 8207 3286 • Greg 020 8953 9828

Philippe Sands & Claire Berliner (Photo: David White)

Proms Heritage Walk (Photo: Susie Gregson)
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Panoramic shot of flooded
Hampstead Way garden
(Photo: Adam Lauffer)

Virtual Museum

The Great Flood Collection
JUDY SMITH

T

he Suburb’s Virtual Museum,
run by HGS Heritage, is the
perfect place to record in
perpetuity those events that are
so significant, that they deserve a
special place in the Museum. The
weather events of Monday July 12,
when several inches of rain fell in a
matter of two to three hours and
resulted in so much disruption and
flooding, was just such an occasion,
as you can see from this edition of
Suburb News. And, of course, with
so many great images and videos
posted onto the HGS List, it hasn’t
been difficult to get some sense of
the effect of this amount of rain in
such a short time. We have
launched a new Collection – The
Great Flood of 12 July 2021. We
certainly hope that this extreme
weather event will not be repeated,
but we are all aware of changing
weather patterns and global
warming. This Collection is still
open for more photos, videos and
accounts of the devastation caused
by this extreme weather event.

Ongoing updates to the
Museum website include improved
access of video material and
Suburb News past editions posted
in the Museum. We are also
changing the way the Museum
can be accessed. There will be a
new Home Page and you will be
able to search via either a Map or
a Timeline, in addition to all the
existing access paths. We will let
you know in Suburb eNews when
the new-look Museum is launched.
We are still taking contributions
for our Covid Collection. The
pandemic – which is still ongoing
as we all know – is affecting so
many aspects of all our lives. None
of us know when or if ‘normality’
will return, but the enormous
changes that Covid has brought
to us all deserve to be recorded in
the Museum that reflects the lives
of HGS residents.
HGS Heritage will also be
launching a Collection dedicated
to the iconic spire of St Jude on
the Hill and the Time Capsules –
both old and new – that were
secreted in the weather vanes.

Photo: Simone Halfin

Celebrating
Bach’s birthday
at Fellowship House
SIMONE HALFIN

A

wonderful Concert was held
at Fellowship House, in
celebration of Bach’s
birthday. Originally scheduled for
March, his actual birthday, Covid
prevented it, but fortunately it
was able to go ahead in June.
Organised with her usual skill by
Anete Graudina, the talented
internationally acclaimed violinist,
it featured five of her students,
ranging from ages 14 to 18, as
well as old friends she has played
with before. Pianist Masayuki
Tayama, played a stunning Piano
Concerto and the smiles on 14
year old Catherine Benbow’s face
told it all as she performed her

On HGS Trust list of
Recommended Contractors

very first concert – this youngster
looked so proud to be there.
Although Catherine just completed
her grade 8 exam with distinction,
she told Anete afterwards she was
so inspired she was going straight
home to practise even more.
Another member, Gudrun Edwards,
was leader of an orchestra in Kew
and had travelled over to be part
of the team. There was an air of
jubilation and excitement to be
playing once again to a live
audience. Those sitting outside
under an awning were kept snug
with Anete’s thoughtfully supplied
rugs. The concert ended with
Benjamin Britten’s Sentimental
Sarabande. A fitting finale. The next
concert is planned for October 2021.

Window Renovation
We would welcome the opportunity to
earn your trust and deliver you the best
service in window renovation, with the
highest standards in decoration.
Repaircare London have worked on many
neglected properties – visit our website to
see our work.

Internal & External Decorating
We offer over 30 years of experience of
decorating internally and externally, from
large mansion blocks, colleges and schools
to domestic houses within Highgate,
Hampstead and Hampstead Garden Suburb.
We believe that we are the best in the

Specialists in returning historic wooden sash and
bay windows to their former glory

business at what we do.

We love turning old, tired-looking properties back to their former glory,
with the correct repair methods and the correct application of paint.
For the past 30 years we have operated in and around the North London
Hampstead/Highgate area.

Maintenance Plan
Save money – spread the cost of your
window restoration.

Hampstead | Highgate | Muswell Hill | Primrose Hill

We are delighted to be able to offer our new
window and property maintenance plan, a
great way to keep on top of your propertyʼs

For a free quote and advice, please call Paul or visit our website

07904 582816 | www.repaircarelondon.com
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essential needs. All sizes of properties and
buildings covered, including windows and
internal and external decoration.
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Garden Suburb Community Library is reopening!
At long last we have been given permission to
reopen the library and we will open our doors to all
our loyal readers on Tuesday 7 September at 10am.
We will continue to run our click and collect scheme
for those readers who are still shielding. Full details
will be announced in due course in our newsletter,
social media and at gardensuburblibrary.org.uk.

The cast of The Count of Monte Cristo in Little Wood (Photo: Owain Rose)

Garden Suburb Theatre update
COLIN GREGORY

L

ike all arts organisations the
Garden Suburb Theatre has had
a year like no other. Having
substituted two one act plays with
a cast of two for a full length play
with a cast of ten, the new
production had to be cancelled
twice because of lockdown. After
nearly a year of Covid safe rehearsals
indoors and out, Brian Friel’s ‘The
Yalta Game’ and ‘Afterplay’, both
based on works by Anton Chekhov,
were successfully performed at
Upstairs at the Gatehouse in

Highgate. This was followed by an
energetic and imaginative
production in Little Wood of ‘The
Count of Monte Cristo’ adapted
and directed by Owain Rose, codirected by Mary Musker. A
second production in the Wood,
of Shakespeare’s ‘Twelfth Night’,
directed by Teresa Poland followed
at the end of August.
Looking forward, GST’s next
show will be ‘A Matter Of Life and
Death’ adapted by Tom Morris and
Emma Rice from the 1946 Powell
and Pressburger film of the same
name. This will run at Upstairs at

Suburb News

the Gatehouse, 25-28 November.
Auditions will be on 13 September,
details on the GST website and
Facebook. Next year the group is
hoping to stage a family Pantomime
in February, Noel Coward’s ‘The
Vortex’ in April and another family
show next summer in the Wood.
There’s plenty of opportunity
to audition, including for junior
members, and to get involved
front, back and off stage. The
group is also planning a full
programme of social events for
members, most of which take place
in the Free Church Hall.

www.hgsra.uk

Hampstead Garden Suburb
Residents Association
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ISABELLE FICKER

I

read with interest Margaret Harris’s article on the Tea House (Issue
126); however, no mention was made of the Henrietta Barnett Junior
School’s Kindergarten that made its home there in the early 1960s.
I wonder how many residents remember Mrs. Burchell and Hettywog?
At the top of Northway, away from the main Junior School building,
the Tea House was a world of its own, ideally suited to small children.
The cloakroom was on the left of the main room and, on arrival,
children would hang up their coats and change into their indoor shoes.
Each had a shoebag with their name sewn on. I still have mine: I cannot
believe my feet were ever that small!
The main room doubled as classroom and play area in wet weather.
Each morning we would be greeted by a big, beautiful rabbit that had
been drawn on the blackboard in coloured chalks by Mrs. Burchell. Her
name was Hettywog and in one of her paws she held a big bunch of
coloured balloons. Sometimes the balloons had words in; sometimes
they were just coloured which meant that we were going to get a story.
The school day ran from 9am to 12.30pm. We sat at low blue tables
to work and paint with half an hour’s break at 10.30am. For break we
were given a quarter pint of milk and were allowed to choose a Smartie
from a big glass jar. If we had been good, we were allowed to choose a
red one. After that we ran out into the front garden and usually made a
dash for the drainpipe by the hedge to see if we could find Squid.
Who was Squid? I hear you say. Well, Squid was Hettywog’s
mysterious friend who lived down the drainpipe. Hettywog and Squid
had lots of adventures and we would be told all about them at the end
of the morning before going home time. We were then sworn to secrecy
– adults were not allowed to know about Hettywog and Squid. Maybe
that’s why there was no mention of them in the article. Oh dear...!
It was a sad day when the kindergarten moved and even sadder
when Henrietta Barnett Junior School was closed down. It was a
delightful school and the Suburb has not been the same since.
SUBURB NEWS IS PRODUCED AND DELIVERED TO YOU BY RESIDENTS ASSOCIATION VOLUNTEERS
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Photos: Emma Howard

Brent Park Nature Reserve and
Dollis Valley Green Walk
EMMA HOWARD

O

ver the last two years, I’m sure we have all looked for new walks
on our doorstep in order to avoid the crowds and enjoy a bit of
variety. To my surprise, I found a lovely new walk from the Suburb
over to Brent Park which runs parallel to the North Circular Road. I had
often seen the tall trees of the park behind the flats on the road here
but never guessed how nice the hidden treasure behind it is.
The footpath along Mutton Brook takes you in an easterly direction
until the Mutton Brook joins the Dollis Brook which rises in Barnet and
flows through Finchley. There is a children’s playground just before the
point where the streams merge to form the Brent River. If you turn left
here, you emerge on Bell Lane and you cross this to arrive at the park.
The small park is a Grade 2 nature reserve managed by Barnet. The

ISABELLE FICKER

Hedges
Keeping our
pavements
free for
pedestrians

T

hank you to those who are
helping keep pavements free
for pedestrians by pushing
bins to one side after collection. It
makes such a difference, particularly
to the elderly, disabled and parents
with young children and prams.

Photos: Isabelle Ficker

Willifield Way privet

Brent flows through the park and is home to egrets and a variety of
ducks, grey wagtails and other interesting birds.
The main feature of the park though is a large pond and two smaller
ponds, remnants of a lake constructed as a duck decoy long before our
time. The wooded island on the large pond is home to swans, moorhens,
ducks and other birds. There is often a heron fishing on the middle
pond. The viewing platform on the large pond enables you to take a
good look as part of the walk round the ponds. You can also access the
park from Brent Street and the North Circular Road. The weir and two
fairy tale style towers near the Brent Street access are also rather fun.
This spring a pair of swans has been proudly raising their five
cygnets which are now getting big, and mum is now sitting on more
eggs. The moorhens have raised several babies in their second litter.
Do take a stroll there if you haven’t previously done so.
There has been a lot of talk
recently on the HGS Chat Line about
overgrown hedges. As a community,
we can all help pedestrians by
keeping our hedges properly cut
back. To take a couple of Suburb
leases at random, they state: “The
front fence shall be of York stone
kerb nine inches high above the
path with close clipped green
privet behind.” This suggests two
things: (1) that keeping hedges
properly trimmed is the
householder’s responsibility; and
(2) that the hedges should not
extend beyond the York stone
kerb. This leaves a good two
paving stones’ width available to
pedestrians, in addition to the grass,
tarmac or brick verge. Maybe that
should be the guiding principle.
Hedges invariably grow taller
and wider over time, even if one
keeps them closely clipped, so
cutting them back from time to
time (top/outside/inside) over a
three year cycle, before birds start
nesting, helps to keep them in
check and also rejuvenates them.

Wildwood Road Holly

Hedge being rejuvenated in
Hampstead Way

The West
End Café
SHELLEY-ANNE SALISBURY

R
Photo: Shelley-Anne Salisbury
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everend Ian Tutton’s delightful
West End café has been
open since May this year
on a Saturday morning between
10-12, serving teas coffees and
biscuits for a modest contribution.
Located on the West lawn of Central
Square it’s a lovely stop off after a
dog walk or a stroll and a great
meeting place for HGS residents.

SUBURB NEWS IS PRODUCED AND DELIVERED TO YOU BY RESIDENTS ASSOCIATION VOLUNTEERS

LETTER TO THE
EDITORS
Northway Gardens
Over the last two years a
miraculous transformation has
taken place in Northway
Gardens. In place of a dull public
place there is a riot of colour and
scents throughout the summer
followed by subtle changes in
colour in the autumn.
During lockdown this was a
source of joy and solace to all
limited to a daily walk as their
only outing.
Hopefully it will continue to
flourish as life gradually returns
to normal.
We all owe a very big thank
you to the Sponsors who provided
the funds and the Volunteers who
worked so tirelessly to bring the
gardens back to life.
Eleanor Miller
31 Hill Top

Northway
Gardens
BRIAN INGRAM

T

he Rose Gardens seems to
be having their best year yet.
It is not just roses and
flowers, it is also becoming known
as a place for peace and quiet,
contemplation and relaxation – as
well as picnics and even marriage
proposals! The gardens offer yearround colour.
“It is so pleasing when we get
compliments from visitors, some
who have come a distance and
heard of our award winning work,”
says volunteer Thomas Palmer.
Northway Gardens Organisation
relies on donations from local
organisations, businesses and
residents including Amber Day

Photo: Shelley-Anne Salisbury

Flowers, Ellis & Co Estate Agents,
Gavzey Opticians, HGS Residents
Association, HGS Trust, LCS
Security and Streathers Solicitors.
NGO is currently fundraising for two

more benches and a rubbish bin.
Any donations will be appreciated.
You can either pay online at
justgiving.com/crowdfunding/
northwaygardensorganis, by bank

transfer to Northway Gardens
Organisation, 51-50-11, 66631904
or send a cheque, made payable
to Northway Garden Organisation,
to 69 Brookland Rise, NW11 6DT.

Where on the Suburb

How much of a Suburb aficionado are you? Can you identify the
location of these eight landmarks? (Answers back page.)

A

E

B
GoodGym Barnet volunteers coming up roses (Photo: Paul Salman)

F

Kidasha
Trek
Update
MYKE JACOBS

T

he situation in Nepal remains
critical, particularly during
the monsoon season. I am
still walking from London to Rome
without leaving home for Kidasha
(kidasha.org). I have passed 400
miles (4,500 laps) – the total raised
is £11,573. My target is £18,000.
In July, it rained and rained,
making it unpleasant to be out

walking and often reducing my
path to a slippery, muddy patch,
so I didn’t quite reach my monthly
target. Notable landmarks passed
include Paris and Fontainebleau.
Kidasha is not my only charity.
This month, I took 2 days out from
my Kidasha trek to do a sponsored
walk for Immunodeficiency UK
(immunodeficiencyuk.org), the
charity that supports patients like
me with primary immune
deficiencies and our families.
These very rare conditions (often
called ‘Zebras’) can be very
frightening and life-limiting, but,
thankfully, not in my case. There
are about 5,000 such patients in
the UK with around 400 identified
conditions. Treating us can involve
complex (often experimental)
treatments. Many have to have

C
G

Photo: Ruth Jacobs

blood plasma infusions very
frequently and, during this
pandemic, nearly all had to shield
at home – not go outside at all –
for over 18 months so far.
Please donate to either
charity at https://bit.ly/3xMxEP0.

H
D

I specialise in all domestic and
commercial carpentry
to the highest possible standards
Professional decorating services
also managed with over 10 years
of excellence

Call now for a free quotation
For all your professional
carpentry needs

joshuabergercarpentry.com

Sunshine Corner looking resplendent (Photo: Emma Howard)
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GARDENING
It’s all
in the
soil

CAROLINE BROOME

C

reating a garden, whether
you’re starting from scratch
or developing an existing
one, can be a daunting task. A
blank canvas can overwhelm;
where to start?
But then a mature, sometimes
overgrown or neglected plot, can
seem insurmountable.
So, over the coming year, I’m
going to help you navigate your way
towards year-round, manageable
planting schemes, season by
season. But first and foremost,
ask yourself a very fundamental

question: What do you want from
your garden? Now, I don’t want to
rain on your parade, but if you want
flowers that bloom throughout all
four seasons, attractive evergreen
shrubs and innovative planting
schemes, with as little maintenance
as possible, then Buy Plastic or
hire a gardener! Seriously, one has
to manage one’s expectations. If
you are realistic from the outset,
then you can create a landscape
that suits your lifestyle, tastes and
resources without it becoming a
millstone around your neck.
Consider what you want your
garden to provide: Do you need a
lawn for children to play on and
someone to mow? Do you want to
grow your own fruit and veg? Do
you long for a quiet haven to sit
and relax in, surrounded by the
sound of birds singing and bees
buzzing? Could it be a formal
outdoor room for entertaining?
Need inspiration? Then you can
research the internet, TV and
horticultural publications, check
out your neighbours’ plots, join
your local Horticultural Society.
(I would say that, wouldn’t I, I’m
Chair and my husband David is
Membership Secretary!)
One thing I have learned
over the years, is that there is no
such thing as an ideal situation
for a garden. When it comes to
planting, you adapt to your
garden, not the other way round.
If you are taking on an established
garden, ideally you should
experience the garden through all
four seasons before making
changes. But let’s face it, how
many of us want to wait that long!
Establishing some fundamentals
from the get-go is key:

Looking forward to
getting together again
MARJORIE HARRIS

W

ith fingers crossed that virtual events are a thing of the past,
Horticultural Society events for the rest of the year, both live
and via Zoom, can be found at www.hortsoc.co.uk, or from
the membership secretary, David Broome (020 8444 2329). From
September we plan monthly Zoom talks on various topics, except on
14 October, when Philip Colman will be at Fellowship House at 7.30pm
to talk about his much-loved family firm, Finchley Nurseries (members
free, non-members £2 at the door).
Towards the end of the year, we hope to hold a party to celebrate
the fact that, at last, members can get together again to swap stories
of how their gardens are growing, or just talk face to face.

• Observe the directions of the
sun throughout the day for sunny
and shady aspects.
• Is it exposed on the brow of a
hill or sheltered by neighboring
buildings or trees?
• Are you on a slope?
• Are you in a frost pocket?
• Do you have areas that are
waterlogged or thick with tree roots?
And most important of all, what
type of soil do you have? The very
first lesson of my RHS General
Certificate course was about soil.
And just to get my point across,
here are some words of wisdom:
“Essentially, all life depends upon the
soil.” Dr Charles E Kellogg, Soil
Scientist and Chief of the USDA’s
Bureau for Chemistry and Soils.
“To be a successful farmer one must
first know the nature of the soil.”
Xenophon, Ancient Greek
philosopher and historian,
student of Socrates, circa 430 354 BC. (NB: That applies to
gardeners too.)
“The nation that destroys its soil,
destroys itself.” Franklin Delano
Roosevelt, 32nd President of The
United States of America.
Testing the soil for its pH
value is not rocket science. You
can buy soil testing kits from your
local nursery or garden centre.
Whether it’s acid, neutral or
alkaline will determine what you
can plant. There are clues:
Rhododendrons, azaleas and
camellias thrive in acid soils,
whilst roses, clematis, viburnums
and philadelphus require alkaline
soils. Just to confuse, neutral
(lucky you!) is a mixture, and
judging by the number of
viburnums and camellias growing
happily side by side in the
Suburb, I would hazard a guess
that several areas of NW11 and
N2 fall into that category.
There are lots of different types
of soil structures: chalky, sandy,
stony, but I’m going to concentrate
on London Clay, typical of Suburb
gardens. Typically, heavy clay soil
is rock hard when dry and cracks
in the summer but can become
waterlogged in winter, feels sticky
when wet, often forming a mossy
surface ‘cap’.
It’s not hard to realise that
planting straight into heavy clay

soil that has not been improved is
a fool’s errand. What do I mean by
improved? Mulch Mulch Mulch!
What is mulch? It’s a protective
layer of organic matter, which acts
as a blanket, keeps weeds down,
returns nutrients to a depleted
soil, feeds worms who pull it down
into the soil below, which in turn
opens up its structure, breaks
down clumps, improves drainage,
builds up soil levels depleted by
natural erosion. This autumn, call
it Year One, apply a 10cm layer to
damp soil, then annually, ideally
in autumn after leaf drop. Wherever
possible, incorporate a compost
heap or bins into your scheme, as
this will provide the perfect homemade mulch and soil improver.
However, in addition, there are
various different media, which
mimic natural conditions:
• For alkaline heavy clay, apply
well-rotted manure.
• Acid soil prefers bark chippings
• In woodland conditions, leaf

mould (preferably home-made*,
but we’ll come to that) is ideal
• Apply grit or gravel to any of
your containers
• Shingle or slate lend themselves
to formal dry gardens
Having implemented the first
principle of gardening: Know Thy
Soil, then, and only then, should
you start to think about planting.
In future editions I’m going to
guide you through the seasons,
concentrating on developing
successful planting schemes for
conditions most common to
Suburb gardens, from very dry
shade, moist boggy conditions, to
exposed sunny sites.
*And here is your autumn homework:
If you don’t have a compost heap,
gather up fallen leaves into black plastic
bags, tie off the tops, puncture bag with
holes, set aside in a shady corner for
about a year and hopefully next
autumn you will have lovely homemade leaf mold to mulch your borders.

Photos: Caroline Broome

Four Seasons
GARDEN MAINTENANCE
r Weekly or fortnightly maintenance contract r Garden clearance
r Lawn care (mowing, turfing, fertilisation etc.) r Planting
r Weed killing & treatment r Hedge trimming, tree works
r Patio cleaning r All general garden services
We offer a professional, reliable service with 10 years of
experience at an affordable price. Call Roland or leave a message
for a free quote.

r 07584 574520 r fourseasonsgarden@hotmail.com
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We’ll bring your dream garden to life
Our professional team with seven years experience specialises in all types of garden
landscaping including • Fencing • Decking • Driveways & Patios • Turfing • Irrigation.
Also monthly garden maintenance undertaken. For further details or a free quotation,
contact Noemi: 07718 592955 / 8374 8103 • naomilandscaping@gmail.com
or visit our website at: www.naomilandscaping.co.uk
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Elizabeth Taylor
E

lizabeth Rosmond Taylor
was born in London in 1932.
She lived with her American
parents at 8 Wildwood Road in the
Suburb. Her mother, Sara, was a
former stage actress and her father,
Francis, an art dealer. Shortly after
her birth, Elizabeth was diagnosed
with ‘distichiasis’ a rare medical
disorder, also known as ‘double
lashes’. Fortunately, she was lucky
enough to suffer none of the
serious consequences that can be
associated with the condition.
In 1939, the family moved to
Hollywood and, at the age of ten,
Elizabeth made her film debut in
There’s One Born Every Minute. On
the first day of filming someone
said: “get that girl off the set – she
has too much mascara”. Her eyes
became her greatest asset
because as well as amazing
lashes, they were a vibrant dark
blue that appeared to be purple
when exposed to certain lighting.
Elizabeth’s breakout role
came in 1944 when, aged twelve,
she starred in National Velvet. She
would go on to become a
Hollywood film star and was the
first actress to earn $1 million
when she starred in Cleopatra.
Taylor won two Academy
Awards, the first for Butterfield 8
(1960) even though she apparently
hated the film and on hearing the
Oscar results declared “I still say it
stinks”; the second Oscar was for
Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?
Taylor married a total of eight
times. In 1950, aged seventeen,
she married Conrad Hilton Jr.
Metro- Goldwyn- Mayer paid the
bill for their lavish 600 guest
wedding. They divorced in 1951.
In 1952 she married Michael
Wilding and had two sons with
him. The couple divorced in 1957
and Taylor married Mike Todd in

the same year and had a daughter.
Tragically, only a year later in
1958, Todd died in a plane crash
leaving Taylor devastated. She
then married Eddie Fisher in 1959
though she later said that she
only married him because of her
grief over Mike Todd. Taylor and
Fisher divorced in 1964 and she
married Richard Burton the same
year. They adopted a daughter,
Maria Burton. This marriage was
tumultuous and they famously
divorced and married each other
twice, the second of their
marriages lasting just 9 months.
Taylor’s last two husbands were
John Warner (married in1976) and
finally, Larry Fortensky who she
married in 1991, divorcing him
five years later in 1996.
Elizabeth was raised as a
Christian Scientist, but converted
to Judaism in 1959. Although two
of her husbands – Mike Todd and
Eddie Fisher – were Jewish, Taylor
said she did not convert because
of them, but had wanted to do so
for a long time as she felt “there
was comfort and dignity and hope
for me in this ancient religion that
[has] survived for four thousand
years... I feel as if I have been a
Jew all my life.”
Taylor’s jewellery collection
was vast, it included ‘La Peregrina’,
a pearl whose history spans
almost 500 years, which Burton
gave her on Valentine’s Day 1969.
Burton also gifted her a 33.19
carat diamond ring which came to
be known as ‘The Elizabeth Taylor
Diamond’. After her death, her
jewellery collection was auctioned
at Christie’s and sold for a record
$115.9 million. The proceeds were
given to The Elizabeth Taylor
Foundation to benefit AIDS research.
Taylor was honoured with
several awards for her philanthropic
work. She was made a Knight of
the French Legion d’Honneur in
1987, received the Jean Hersholt
Humanitarian Award in 1993, the
Screen Actors’ Guild Lifetime
Achievement Award for
Humanitarian service in 1997 and
the GLAAD Vanguard Award in
2000. In the same year she
became a Dame Commander of
the Order of the British Empire.
In 2001 she was awarded the
Presidential Citizen Medal.
Elizabeth Taylor died on the
23rd of March 2011. Ever true to
her lifelong reputation she
arranged to be fifteen minutes
late for her own funeral.

That Elizabeth Taylor diamond
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MARIE-CHRISTINE O’CALLAGHAN
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Elizabeth Taylor star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame

Glamour, 60s style
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Bees are the batteries of orchards,
gardens, guard them

SUBURB

FEATURES
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(Carol Ann Duffy)

MARIE-CHRISTINE O’CALLAGHAN

L

ong ago, the tears of Ra, the Egyptian sun god, fell to earth and were
transformed into bees who then provided Ra’s followers with liquid
gold – honey. We still enjoy honey today in all its delightful
varieties. The different flavours whether acacia, clover or heather (to
name but a few) depend on the type of flower the nectar is collected
from. As the bees collect nectar, pollen gets stuck on their feet and
because they fly from flower to flower, they cause pollination. One
third of everything we eat depends on the presence of bees, whether
we eat it like tomatoes or apples or whether it is the food farmers feed
to their livestock. A lack of pollination therefore impacts, directly or
indirectly, on the availability of meat, vegetables, fruits, nuts and, of
course, flowers.
One aspect of bee behaviour that puzzled biologists is how they
manage quite complicated tasks with their limited brainpower. They
discovered that bees use something called a ‘waggle dance’ to
communicate the directions and energy required to fly to food sources.
The direction of the food source is indicated by the direction the dancer
faces, energy expenditure (or distance) is indicated by the length of
time it takes to make one circuit of the dance. Their communication
skills don’t end there. Honey bees use a rich repertoire of vibrational
signals to send messages, including a ‘get to work’ signal, a request for
grooming and even an expression of surprise.
These skills evolved because honey bees are social insects that live
in colonies which have a single queen, hundreds of male drones and
20,000 to 80,000 female worker bees. Each colony also has developing
eggs, larvae and pupae.
Honey bees swarm as a result of overcrowding within a hive. An old
honey bee queen will leave the hive with about half of the worker bees,
while a new queen remains in the old hive with the rest of the workers.
Swarming honey bees will fly, and then cluster on shrubs and tree
branches. The clusters rest there for several hours to a few days,
depending on the amount of time needed to search for a new nesting
site. When a scout honey bee locates a good location for the new
colony, the cluster immediately flies to the new site.
A swarm of bees is not normally dangerous but it will attack if
provoked because workers will protect their queen. Should a swarm of
bees appear in your garden, it is best to contact a local beekeeper who
will gather the swarm and relocate it.

Since 1990, the UK has lost 13 species of bees and a further 35 are
considered under threat of extinction. Bees face may threats such as
habitat loss, climate change, toxic pesticides and disease and there is
evidence to show that these threats work in combination. There are an
estimated 24 million gardens in the UK. The Wildlife Trusts has
suggestions on its website on how to make these gardens more bee
friendly https://tinyurl.com/47pbmkcc.
Perhaps if we save the bees Ra will not have cried in vain.

Photo: Sandy Millar
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“Πόλλ’ οἶδ’ ἀλώπηξ, ἐχῖνος δ’ἓν μέγα”
MARIE-CHRISTINE O’CALLAGHAN
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The value of
fingertips
MARIE-CHRISTINE O’CALLAGHAN

D

o you use your fingerprint
to access your phone? You
may be surprised to learn
that fingerprints were used for
identification as far back as the
second millennium BC when, in
ancient Babylon, finger seals were
impressed on contracts. This may
be due to the recognition of the
fascinating ridges, whorls and valley
patterns that occur on each finger.
In 1788 the anatomist J.C.A.
Mayer, having studied fingers,
declared that “the arrangement of
skin ridges is never duplicated in
two persons.” An intriguing
observation at the time which
became highly relevant in the 19th
century when the answer to the
question of ‘how do you prove
people are who they say they are?’
proved crucial.
The breakthrough in matching
prints came from Bengal, India.
Qazi Azizul Haque, the head of
identification for the local police
department, devised a mathematical
formula which became the basis
of the system for fingerprint
classification, it worked so well
that a police officer could find a
match in only five minutes. Haque
and his superior Edward Henry (after
whom the system was called: the
Henry Classification System) used
the prints to identify repeat
criminals in Bengal. When Henry
demonstrated the system to the
British government, he was made
assistant commissioner of Scotland
Yard and, in 1901, fingerprinting
was introduced as a major tool in
criminal investigations.
The underlying premise of
fingerprint identification is
uniqueness. To date, no two
people – including identical twinshave been found to have the same
fingerprint. It has also been proven
that a person’s fingerprints remain

essentially unchanged throughout
their lifetime.
You may remember the scene
in the film ‘Men in Black’ when
Agent J, has his fingerprints burned
off, however, research has shown
that any attempt to remove or
damage fingerprints will be
thwarted when the new skin grows.
Even if the damage is extremely
deep, the new arrangement
caused by the damage will persist
and is also unique.
In the 21st century
fingerprints are routinely used in
criminal cases but they are also
used for accessing phones,
renewing passports, applying for
visas or work permits, providing
biometric security to control
access to secure areas or systems
and conducting background
checks. They also help identify
amnesia victims and victims of
major disasters.
Fingerprints are proving very
useful but what if you don’t have
any? In 2007, a Swiss woman had
an unusually hard time crossing
the U.S. border. The woman’s
passport picture matched her face
but when the agents scanned her
hands, they were shocked to find
that she had no fingerprints. The
woman had a condition known as
Adermatoglyphia. It is a genetic
disorder which results in the
absence of ridges on the palms of
the hands and soles.
Adermatoglyphia is an extremely
rare condition which only affects a
few families worldwide and,
because of its rarity, getting the
authorities to acknowledge its
existence is always very difficult,
which is why it has also been
nicknamed the ‘immigration delay
disease’. And, of course, if you
happen to have Adermatoglyphia
you would need to use a PIN on
your phone or face recognition,
another unique form of identity.

hat amazing animals
hedgehogs are! If they
didn’t exist you’d almost
have to invent them. Their round
bodies, elongated snouts and big
beautiful black eyes make them
look quite delightful.
They were not always perceived
as beautiful. In the Middle Ages
hedgehogs were seen as harbingers
of doom. Shakespeare in his play
‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’
aligns the hedgehog with a whole
host of unpleasant creatures:
“You spotted snakes with double
tongue, Thorny hedgehogs, not
be seen; Newts and blindworms,
do no wrong”. This perception
changed when Beatrix Potter wrote
‘The Tale of Mrs. Tiggy-Winkle’
where a small, round, twinkly-eyed
busy and helpful washerwoman
turns out to be a hedgehog
complete with prickles.
Hedgehogs are indeed famous
for their spiny prickles. They have
about 7,000 of them everywhere
except on their faces, legs and
bellies. When a hedgehog feels
threatened it will curl up in a tight
spiny ball to protect itself and can
stay that way for hours. The spines
will do very little damage to

humans, but before you try and
touch one, bear in mind that
there may also be up to 500 fleas
in residence.
The name of ‘hedgehog’ comes
from its habit of going through
hedges and other undergrowth in
search of food, and though it has
no connection with pigs, it does
emit pig-like grunts when foraging,
hence the ending of ‘hog’.
Hedgehogs will eat a wide range
of invertebrate prey, from beetles
and bugs to earwigs, woodlice,
earthworms, slugs, snails and
various insect larvae. This eating
habit has given them the reputation
of being ‘the gardener’s friend’.
However, gardeners rarely see
them as they are mainly nocturnal
animals who, come the autumn,
will find a sheltered spot, possibly
under a hedgerow, to hibernate.
The species is now on the red
list for Britain’s mammals as
‘vulnerable’, which means that
though it is not at risk of extinction
it faces severe threats.
Agricultural intensification
removed the ‘patchwork quilt’ of
hedges, woods and small fields in
which hedgehogs thrive, and
insect numbers have crashed due
to pesticide use, depriving
hedgehogs of prey.

PRECIOUS
STONES

PAINTINGS/ARTWORK
PORCELAIN

JEWELLERY
WATCHES
& CLOCKS

MEN’S & LADIES
HIGH-END FASHION

QUALITY
NAMED GLASS
GOLD

FURNITURE

Contemporary garden design
does them no favours. Decking,
patios, artificial turf, planters and
a general obsession with tidiness
in our manicured outdoor spaces
leave them without enough food
and shelter.
There is also the problem of
roadkill. A recent study by
researchers at Nottingham Trent
University suggested that up to
335,000 hedgehogs die on UK
roads every year.
The Ancient Greek poet
Antilochus wrote “a fox knows
many things, but a hedgehog
knows one big thing.” It is to be
hoped that the “big thing” the
hedgehog knows is how to survive.

Photo: Alexis Fotos

COSTUME
JEWELLERY
PROPERTY
WINE &
ALCOHOL
CARS

SCULPTURE & BRONZES

PROBATE VALUATIONS

SILVER

Selling items of value has never been simpler.
WHETHER YOU’RE CLEARING A HOME, MOVING OR REMODELLING, I WILL
GET THE BEST PRICES FOR ANY ITEMS OF VALUE YOU’RE LOOKING TO SELL
•

I AM AN INDEPENDENT BROKER ACTING SOLELY ON YOUR BEHALF

•

I SELL THROUGH MANY DIFFERENT AUCTION HOUSES, HIGH-END
DEALERS, COLLECTORS AND PRIVATE CLIENTS

•

HAVING BEEN IN BUSINESS FOR OVER 10 YEARS LOOKING AFTER MANY,
MANY CLIENTS, YOU WILL ALWAYS RECEIVE MY PERSONAL DISCREET
ONE-TO-ONE SERVICE (REFERENCES AVAILABLE)

•

THERE IS NO COST OR OBLIGATION MEETING WITH ME AT YOUR HOME
OR STORAGE FACILITY

•

PROBATE VALUATIONS CARRIED OUT

•

CLIENTS IN THE UK AND EUROPE

•

BASED IN ST JOHNS WOOD

•

DISCRETION ASSURED AT ALL TIMES

Perry Field | 07802 157500
You can also message me through my website www.simplysold.co.uk
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Bear – the
golden oldie,
who shared
the end of his
life with us

A service of
blessing and
rededication
for the new
St Jude’s
weathervane

OONAGH SCOTT
The new weathervane sits proudly atop of the renovated steeple
(Photo: Shelley-Anne Salisbury)

Litchfields_Suburb_News_Aug21_PRINT2.pdf
1
A small child
leaps over the highest part of the church
(Photo: Michael Eleftheriades)

16/08/2021

20:46
The

weathervane is blessed
(Photo: Michael Eleftheriades)

L

osing our beloved Cocker Spaniel
to a sudden vicious bout of
cancer just before the first
lockdown left us bereft and
exercising in the Suburb alone.
So, when someone told us about
All Dogs Matter, a North London
dog rescue charity that often
needs people to foster (as well as
adopt) their dogs, we thought it
was worth a try.
A ‘golden oldie’ appeared on
their website and we called to see
if we were a match and 30
minutes later a beautiful German
Shorthaired Pointer was brought
round to meet us. It became clear
that animal charities at the time
were locked down too and
desperately needed homes for
their dogs.
It was obvious that he’d had a
very hard life and needed major
surgery soon after moving in with
us. His progress was steady with
several short walks a day and
soon he was eating well so he put
on muscle. Within weeks he was

happily running round in circles in
the garden. There was no way
anyone else was going to have
him as we’d fallen madly in love
and asked to adopt him.
Bear surprised us all when we
found out that he’d arrived with
us aged 14.5 years and lived until
two months shy of 16 when he
finally had to be put to sleep
following a large seizure. We miss
him but we know he had a great
life while he was with us.
The skinny, crumpled brokenspirited dog that entered my
house looked like he’d given up
on life. It was so very sad. But
we’ve learnt that, no matter what
has happened to them in the past,
a dog, when treated with kindness
and patience, gives infinite love in
return. No wonder we are hooked
and will be there to rescue other
needy dogs in the future.
If you want to foster or adopt
a dog, visit alldogsmatter.co.uk.

Time – the great healer
As a postscript to our flood article on page 2, we thought we’d
show you a picture of Fletchers Gardens taken just before we
went to press – as if the flood never happened!
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ANSWERS TO ʻWHERE ON THE SUBURBʼ QUIZ (Page 19)

K

(A) Southway; (B) Hampstead Way; (C) St Jude’s Church; (D) Neville Drive;
(E) Raeburn Close; (F) Southway; (G) Central Square; (H) North Square.

CORRECTIONS AND APOLOGIES REGARDING ISSUE 146

Hampstead Garden Suburb is our home
We have been selling and renting Hampstead Garden Suburb homes since 1989.
Most of our team live in Hampstead Garden Suburb and have a unique insight
into our special area. So we are not like any other estate agent you’ll come
across on the high street.
Contemplating selling or renting your property?
Call us or email us to find out how Litchfields can assist.

020 8458 5000 | sales@ litchfields.com | litchfields.com

1. The Tea house article (page 5) was written by Margaret Harris not Marjorie Harris.
2. HGS U3A photography group (page 14) – HGS U3A was set up and led by Jack
and Daphne Berkovi and the photography group by Roger Cookson and Myke Jacobs.
3. Barnet Civic Awards (page 3) – photos of Lorna and Deborah were taken by Roger
Cookson not Cooke.
4. RA AGM report (page 1) – 2700K is not red or orange light. It is full spectrum white
light that simply does not have the peak of short-wave blue associated with
4000K. The colour rendition is much better than 4000K, there is no glare and,
having very little short-wave blue, 2700K and less offer greater protection to the
bio-environment, (which includes us humans). In fact Institution of Lighting
Professionals Guidance Note 8 on Bats (of which there are 15 different species on
and around Hampstead Heath and the Suburb – bats are protected by law) and
Artificial Lighting in the UK specifically states that exterior lighting (both public and
domestic) should not exceed 2700K.

Submissions deadline for issue 148 is 1st November 2021 • Suburb News Co-Editors are Marie-Christine OʼCallaghan & Shelley-Anne Salisbury • suburbnews@hgsra.uk
Please help make Suburb News your newspaper.
Articles, letters and news items welcome. Send to the publisher
along with High Res pictures at suburbnews@hgsra.uk.
Digital copies of this issue and back issues are available for
download on the RA website at www.hgsra.uk.

Views expressed in Suburb News are not necessarily those of
the Residents Association, its committee members or its editors,
and they cannot accept any liability for errors, omissions or
inaccuracies published. Also Suburb News shall have no
responsibility or liability in respect of any claims made, services
provided or goods offered in the adverts featured.

Suburb News uses paper from well-managed sources or recycled
stock. Pre-press methods use no chemicals, developers or fixers.
All printing plates are recycled and don’t leave waste liquids.
Vegetable oil-based inks are used in place of pure oil inks.
Please recycle this copy of Suburb News once you have finished
with it.

